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L9ca'f Pyl'&mid CansesConcern. 
O~r Enviornm,ent And Economy 
and met;u monster_ from Syra-
cuse ... ready to suck the economy environmental · and political 
out of the com~unity." threat. "But more·imp~rta~try,•r · 
The 'battle' is__that of a · stated Conley·, wh·o w·.l.!·ved ,1_1 • 
· · _ A Tess· pessimistic descrip-
1 powerful balulsine_s_s c<;>nglomerate .tion would be: an 80-store, -'Boycott Pyramid' bumper stic, 
versus sm town residents. The · .ker before a recepti·ve cro·wd, . 
- 65-acre · shopping. mall planned 
weapons are charged emotions, "Pyramid 1s a very real economic 
· · 1 • h · for the· intersection of 'P'ripham-
envJ.ronmen'ta unpact t eories mer Road and Route 13 in threat,·- because it ' will draw 
and talk of· economic repercus- Lansing.· important sales tax revenue 
sions; · away from the city, diminishing 
_ While the major battle· rages Ithaca's ability to continue pro-
b T kin C · . Mall Opposition -etween omp s, ounty c1ti- viding the high level of huma1_1 
zens and the· Pytafuid Corpora- S ~ services it has traditionally pro-
tion of Syracuse,· it. looks as aturday the Commons was h t t th 500 t t vided to not only t.he city but to 
· though Pyranu_'d is slowly coming os omore an spec a ors d . b who gathered to listen to anti . the surrounding communities as 
outc1.hea ... ~espite.co1,1rt. attles Pyramid, pro small-town-U.S.A. well." 
and very. vocal oppositfon, the -
Pyramid ·Mail is under- construe- speeches. After the ral.ly, some protes-
tion and still slated to open in One of the speakers was 
- Ithaca Mayor Edward Conley, tors·marched five miles from the 
Au~st. ,- who referred to Pyramid as "a .. Commons to the Pyramid site 
-Wliat is the Pyramid Mall? If symbolic'threat ... which will frac- . ll_nd planted trees and seedlings 
one we-r_e :to accept the descrip- . Ii . h - on one slope ,as a protest to the 
tion presented at the. rally bona IZ, e t e cohesive s,,Pirit ?_f Ith d t environmental damage they 
against Pyramid this past Satur- aca ~ own own core. . · claim Pyramid will cause. 
day on the· Ithaca Commons~ it Ski~s ~d speeches. durmg 
would be "the immense, plastic - the rally depicted Pyramid as. an J?espite a11 the opposition, 
~ : ''\ 
By Andy Friedma!J.. 
. ,, ' 
. ,:. ---
OPPOS't-TION TO THE PYRAMID.MALL BECAME 
EVEN MORE OBVIOUS LAST SATURDAY AS 
LOCAL STUDENTS, MERCHANTS AND CIT!-
· ZENS TURNED OUT FOR A NOONTIME RALLY. 
Pyramid · is moving in. The . As for Pyramid's effect on 
question now is: 'can a supermall · Platts_l}_urgh, where Dynko earns 
co-exist with . a small . town his living. as the ·Press Republi-
economy that is based largely on can's City Editor, he said he 
individual-enterprise?' personally feels the 60-store 
The Boycott Pyramid Move- Pyramid Mall was "Something 
ment does not think so. A this area has needed for a long, . 
circular of their's s~ates, "Even long time'." 
w'ith an influx of out-of-town · Plattsburgh Chamber of 
shoppers, Tompkins County can- Commerce President Steven 
not realistically support their Shemet stated, "The mall has 
established shopping districts hurt downt:own but helped the 
and Pyramid." However, there county." Shemet said the mall is 
are no real facts or. figures . beautiful; "with fountains, hen-
s, _J· : . L b L ·s : . k- A od presented with this argu,ment, ches.' and a quality of supervision _ .t·~ue·n.·t-. __ :(>.· , :9~f.· -.. :~~ , ~~-: ·_ ,: ·J . . .· - ;~!p:~~n~o~~t~:::~u:e~~: -~c;~r~s' of hours, advertising, 
. ·- . - · ·, · · . · · · · ··· - -· - _. _ . · .... __ _ · . ·- mid Mall. . · · Both. Sbemet and Dynko . 
· · --- ~-~-- · · ·.· -.. - ·---·, ·- · . . ... "~::·Pt.~·~ ':,,r:~ .. , .- '"""°·"'··"·..,.·~.,-:- -,-«·"·,·:--one·· of't.'ne :profesto:rs· 1>lfer~~·""nc>fed'fFi'at ""wneri'the· ·mall .land·~":.' 
. . .. . . . .,! Assistance- Plan -(TAP):-::- This . -_- _.·, : . .. -..::_ . . . . . ed this information: "In Albany construction -were first an - . 
Br_~Eog~om _ : · · prograin_ involved ·direcl: aid to::. d'et1t ·quesf;io~s ... ComlJllSs_loner-,, (New .York'. there.are now three· nounced, there was almosJ, no 
·-"'- -· . . ,-.. · : .. . . . · : students-· who. _are ·New. Yor.l.f. · Ewald .. Nyqmst ~f . the . 8tate huge malls - one of them · a . _: protest on the part of area 
Fear ~flosmg a gr~at deal of residents and offers a maxim.um : Ed:µc~onnepartment s~i_d. that Pyramid Mall - and.the result has residen4,. In nearby Cortland, 
scholarship money ·was·the caus_e _ grant of $1500 and a minimum New_ Yor~ has a . tr~dibon ?f been the collapse of the down- President of the Ch.amber of 
-that_ ~toug!!f, students to Albacy . award of $50.' - Any student makmg. hi~her ed~cabo1,1 avail- town businesses and .. growing Commerce Ed Backko noted also 
Tue~!IY. · __ They, _ reprElsented . whose· family earns: less than able to its· residents. at a unemployement." . ' that "there hasn't been a lot of 
private. coll~ges' from acr~ss: t~e -.$20,000 a year is eligible for reasonable rate,. He stressed !he • City Editor of _the Platts- adverse reaction about the malL 
state and sought to impress upon TAP. . . impo~ance of a :5tudent _bemg burgh Press· Republican Jim (in Cortland). but then, the one 
the legislators.the need for _inoer . Last mQnth tbe legislature able to .choo~e ~ SC~()()} witho_ut bynko, who is from Albany: here is not that big ... onJy about 
scholarship funds. . . voted down Carey's proposal and regard·:to famiir me?me, ancl.. agreed that the mall situation in 12 stores." _ O~~ purpose of the gather-. increased· l'AP from $98 million feels TA~_ana _13undy iµd ar_e able Albany helped to deteriorate the . Backko said the mall and the 
ing, which,was sponsored bY.' the' to$1.32 million.for next year. Bu· to ~o t_his while a)so helping t.0, downtown businesses. "Albany's · re!'l of Cortland businesses have, 
Commiss_ion on Independent Col: ndy aid, which is money given mamtam the standards of parti- . downtown i~,!!ke a 'ghost town," · [continued on page 111 
leges: and Universities (CICU), directly to a school based on the ·.he said. · 
was to encourag~ students in the . amount of degrees awarded, is to 
independent sector to organize remain at t® same level in next 
themselves on ~ statewide level. year's budget. · · - · 
. It is hoped by the CICU that if While this legislative action 
such a group actively ~obbied · is. helpful to the independent 
within the· legislature that pri- · schools, · ClCU. believes· .it · is 
vate. schools woul~ b!! better a~le -necessary' for. stuoents: to ~eep 
to· shape the sta~_s public policy · constant pressure on the legisla-
rega~ing .bjgher educati~n. ·-. · ture in. order to_. prevent any 
. .,.Concer~ among tlie-tirivate-~ future cutbacks. · . · 
Whalen:Sp_ends W e-ek 10 London 
- , - • ' • • I 
studies ate in Humanities and focus.for the rest of the faculty." 
Sciences, there are-·offerings for · "That person might a~so 
, As· if It~ac~ <:foU~ge's. Lon- · Business majors· also. . te~ch a ~course or two which 
schools with:re~<!° .to· s~~ aid _ A ~umber o( J~Iatures 
developed ~arly .,tb1S year ·::wh~n. and state officials attended Tues- -
~Vernor ~~arey-proposed..:a }0 - day's meeting, making brief. 
percent · <:utback. in the. Tuition · statements and an.swering stu-
don 9enter didn't havf enough · . .'President Whalen spent. all . would _h~.~p in t~e · program's 
enticement, ·President~· Whalen his time with the center. He me't .expans10n ~e contmued .. 
re·cently. returned from a week "(ith all faculty inerrioers and\vas _ The LondQn ~rogram allows· 
long-visit there with an enthu- overly pleased with their creden-· _ students to Work ma Sfl.!all group 
si_astJc ~es!>age for stu~ents · ~ials. · . He spent · f0ti'r. days ~ whi_c~ is ~he ideal, meth~?.. of : -·.- -
. considering a semester abroad. mterviewing the staff, who .are teachmg. .The faculty and 
- 'Tlie.Presi.deni. had hoped to _
0 
all part time. For.the rest ofhis:. ~lassrooms are ~ ~a_cjo·us place· 
visit .the center earlier. iri _ the . stay,' the President: met with· · ,to,study and socialIZe. · . 
{ ·-year, however his:busy schedule.. students, ·individually and,-in' Other favo~able impressions; 
: . would not permit it. Two weeks groups. · In· fact three students Wh:i,len had . m London was 
. ago, he saw ~he ch~nee to- slip sho_wed him' tliajr,·. apartm.ent~- ·}e.ei.!}g t~e .facu.lty take .. a real 
_ ... · away for~ qmck.l>usm~ss ca~ on· wh1cb were "very.adequate" said .mt~i:est. m .them work. T~e 
· .. LondonD1rectorEdVmcent·and ,Whalen.·· .. ·._ . .' ,''_·· -attitude·_of students.about.their 
·~lie 'staff and dil.so.- A~cordini( ·.: __ . :'. '.'l!haca ·college in _Dopdon··_. ·way ·oc -life is far better .~ban_.., 
-to -- ~alen, they were- q1,1ite -.-has'a'finEfreputation and SQ does otMr schools over there, he 
-surprised to see him: "' . · - . .--.. - its- .dire'ct<ir Ed. Vhicetit'' · said continued. . 
. It-was ,not part of his plans -_,Wtialen,~ .. ··students -from ,oilier . ' Whalen Was concerned a-
': -to. come without calling, but' it . scti'ools in the area have: come to"':' bout the London program before 
. : . ·~ di(,i· give the Br¢side~. a. ·~ ~tii:s'· · for- visiting. lectu~s · on , lea".ing. It distur?ed him from a 
. _-e:9utlook on the ·~ttiation and how. several occasions".· · · · .business aspect stnce. there was 
\·:the.';operation worlci-eyecyday, ·.: .. ·:·,Whalen did°seem-disturbed n~ b_usiness manager .. He had 
:: ··~.<?~·ju.st f9f:comp~~y. -,·.-'-: ... ,: · ~: ·; ~bo,~t all :!.~~.responsibilities·ttiat ·heard, rumors: that students. 
_ . _ · ::_,·.,,_ -· <~." - . -· Some_of 'l~resident,:;W.b~en s:'-.<Ed ::Vincent. -has- . He· is the _weren ~ attending cl~sses and 
, .. -· 
1 
:' ~_: -~· · - 1--;:c. ... , ,, ..: .. _' · wni:~rns; abQut: ·:·th~ ·::progi:am . :,.program_ Darector··,. ·&gistrar. .tbat:t~~ngs were "haphazard." 
, · _,\ ~'.:_ . -: ":~-., . · :-:~t-1:;/:-· ' <:}-: ~, ~eal~·wit?, th~)a1;Icof <i~x:ollm.ent /.Admi~!ons ,·o1fi_cet,/P~ychiatrist: ~ ".~I~sse.s·- v.;~re ~oing on whe~ I ~ ·, ···'.:";,/F1,· ·~,(·.,. ~: .· y; ... !,", :'i,. • :· · .. ,, __ · :--:::.-.:-',.: · .. ·:·.-::,-~.(\,!-.~·,:·., __ : . ~d.po~!ble ct1urse:e~j,an.sion~ .and--Business Mana~r.,,, "Not · }Vas there , said Whalen with-
. ··i:. _·· ·:: ·'$,~.' '7,)J~;: '..'_.; ~J,;.,_-:/,,.: ::' -: , fif!l!o~.~Y_:,:~,~tea,r _ ·"1;·.wo_uld Ji¥'e:'all)tl!deJ:)ts .t.p be.: _that.: he- ._isn't: . cajm.ble~-: said'_ -·.re~~d.to his previous fears. ·The 
.. -,. , ::~· 'c,' :· _:'.'. ?:. :·.0;, ~'" '.·'- , ,_'.~~;- .. ~/'.'.:? .. : '.·.<,,: .... ,:: ~ 'O',';:-;i:7- ,:·" '. ,,", able-' .t6-0take:---;;i '. ~mester in- , Whalen.''"but 'perhap1Ht: might,· ~t:e.sident:S.-otM~ ~oncern~.-with 
. -:~>:° ·~~<;{A~stMij[,iMii( c;.{ri~---~,~E ·,~$~~it·N,~ ::"~o¢Ai/,:, :-:·-/6.ond~::~d;!iot:•have ;{Q ,.W'JrrY : '\\'.~r~·,oii~ -~~~. ~: 1i~~e-~ .faculty: ' ~be.· PJ"Qr"~ w~· th•f. Jack of 
. '<:~:·S.TUDENTS-'JN. ALBANY.' /:' ~ .··, ,,,_,;~: .:::::-'; :; .. ,. ,_ '_:-.-·_-;. ·.a~ut····;fuis'sitigt the";::,,academi¢:.'··:,.P.er$0n·.:.frqm.C::t}le.~New .. York, ·commµrueation be,twee~ the of-
·_ . .,,,.:-.~:. :')//:·:>.:;:::; :··.' ·;.· ·,· ,_'/,:·/ : ·, <'c .' .. ,', -· ·-::- ,,' .. : ',", _-::· · : , . ·:· ,:~ :·'. J)rogr'.amin his or her-ma"jor., said: : campus. spend an_ entire' year· - · Jcontinued <in P®e 10] 
. :- .. ···\·i.'~·-;,"',·ln:_,,<,:,:·,., · . .' .·>·:·::·-:-:.·:;,.,\: .:, /.' ,'.·, .. ,-.-_!' '. ·.,. · . · . ,. W)jafen:. Although.moshlf the·., 'theri;:to serve-·as ~an acadelJ}ic 
~-.~;:¼~~Fi;~i:;j_~~;:;\,.~:.C;-)/:_;-.;!:'>: .. d .. /::::·.:>;>;;,~:::.t,Y:L):~;,~t~:(,:JU·~.~:.:,;:·) ;,.·- ~·: · ... /:·; .. /':,,,:::;:~ ... , .,·~?.., :,h'.{:,~.),:i:::.:,:;:~::-,::: .. :'. ,:.· ... ·,.: -
• .. •• ,t' 
-FaclljltyRevamps: Honors<· lthacan-.\nquir9-r -: . -~ , ' ...... , . ', : . ' ,· . .:.: 
· liy-tfndy·Schw~ · .... ' 
.. , ., -
·By Peter Ajemian 
percent of the two previous _ 
classes will become the neces-
sary goal for serniors to graduate 
Summa Cum Laude, with this 
method applying to Magna Cum 
Laude and Cum Laude too. 
that there has been a trend _for 
higher grades in the last 5 years 
at many colleges. -
Photos By Ginger Flook 
The Question: Wheri"°Jerry Rubio was on campus 
be said that be is still behind politit;al action and 
that the po~ntial for the future is still there. Do 
you feel that there is any future left in aetivism?" 
The Faculty Council ap-
proved a committee proposal to 
change the academic honors 
system at Ithaca College at a 
special meeting Tuesday night. 
Provost Frank · Darrow said 
Wednesday that the Administ!'a-
tion will enact the recommenda-
tion which calls for honors to be 
awarded to seniors on a percen-
tage basis starting next year. 
The Faculty Council also 
accepted a committee report 
which established guidelines for 
awarding Dii"na Professorships to 
LC. facultJ members. Dana 
Professorships are financial a-
wards from $2500 to $7500 whicn 
will be given to self-nominated 
teachers. 
Three years ago the Dana 
Foundation gave I.C. · a quarter 
of a million dollars with the 
The Faculty Council Ad-Hoc understanding that _they would 
Committee on Academic Stan- match those funds and use the· 
dards headed by David Gooding earnings from the investment of 
discovered from comments ma.de those funds to award Dana 
on questionaires that the major- Professorships. Ithaca college 
ity of students are dissatisfied has raised .the matching money 
with the present grading system. and is now ready to begin 
It was apparent at Tuesday awarding its first Dana profes· 
night's meeting th1,1t the Faculty sorships. A Faculty Council 
.Council realizes the necessity of committee drew up guidelines by 
changing the grading system and which professors· should be sel- . ' ' 
they will be- working on that. ected to receive - these awards 
Richard Murpfty, Senior.Busi-
ness. "I don't really think 'that it 
is coming back. I don't think that 
anything is coming on. I see 
conservatism coming , but I'd 
like to see activism come back."' 
- Lauren Burns, Fresbman,Unde-
cided."Yes, but I think it would 
have to be on a more widescale · with the main criterion simply The new percentage system 
· 'basis for any sigriifieant changes 
to be made." -Under the new honors pro· 
gram the top one percent of 
seniors will graduate Summa 
Cum Laude; the next four 
percent, Magna Cum Laude; and 
the next ten percent Cum Laude. 
being e~cellence in teaching. No 
differs greatly from the present more than two professors should 
method which will enable rough- h 1 60 70 t f th· , get professorships for t e next Y . • percen ° is years school year the Committee 
Next year's senior class will be 
informed at tlie start of school 
what grade point average they 
must reach to fall into each of the· 
honors categories. That grade 
point average will be based on 
the performance of the two 
previous senior classes. 
~aduating class to graduate suggested. Dana professorships 
with honors. Only 15_ percent. of ..1 will be given by President 
future graduates_ will receive Whalen. 
honors. The present program Craig Singer, Jµnior ,Physical 
The lowest GPA of the top 1 
allows all students who obtain a 
3.0 grade point average to 
graduate Cum Laude; 3.3 stu-
dents, 1 Magna Cum Laude; and : 3.7 students, Summa Cum Lau-
de. The main reason for the high 
honors total is the NFT grading 
system, although it is also true 
TRIANGLE INVITES YOUiO 
TAKE A LOAD 
ON YOUR CHEST 
J ,WOODEN 
STORAGE 
CMEST.S~ 
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* STURDY * DURABLE 
* VERSAT-ILE 
' 
·IDEAL FOR 
cSTORAGE· 0 TOY BOXES 
Books' Records, etc. , 
•SHIPPING 0 TOOL CHESTS 
Cross-Country or Overseas 
•SHELVES 0 ETC. ETC. 
Books. Records, etc.' 
•HOMEMAD.E FURNITURE 
Easy stacking on luggage racks. ,Chests c~me 
with lock latch and rope handles. 
· BUILT TO OVERSEAS SHIPPING 
SPECIFICATIQNS . 
INSIDE MEASUREMENTS ' 
27"X 17"X 12" 33"X22"X 15" 
SMALL LARGE 
$16.95 $19.95 
.. WHILE-THESUPPLYLASTS 
Just off the 
Cornell , TRIAN&LE. 
C(lmpus. BOOK -SHOP· 
403 College Ave. Co/l~getown., i72-7 l l 1 
At the close of the ·meeting 
Tuesday night Chairman Bob 
Jenkins announced that Chemis-
try Professor Robert Pasternack 
will fill the faculty trustee 
position that is open. 
After Four Years: 
. Education."Something has to · 
happen because politically things 
are very poor. Activism is still 
going'but it is not as strong, it is 
underground and it is being felt. 
.People have to get more involved 
and se.e what is going on." 
Bro_wn Leaves Council 
By Tracy Schroth 
be very successful. Brown feels· this is due to the 
Dr. Firman Brown, the head of the .Drama- strength and dedication of everyone involved. 
Speech Department, has stepped down from his . "The- Community Council' provides a forum for 
position as chairman of the communi~y council. -.concerned members of the community to discuss 
"Bo'', as he is referred to by many, has been the future, direction, and priorities of the college 
chairman of the council since it 1lregan four years - - and its.philisophical--thrust."· ~ :, .. ·'--· -·- · .,-. , .. .' 
ago. . , Mr. Lord feels however, that nothing would -
"He's been a real strength to the system ... he's have been possible :without the fine leadership of 
done an excellent job." comments Dave Lord, Dr. 'Brown. "Without his strength in these past 4 
vice-chairman of the Council.- Mr. Lord has had t~e years the governance system would have fallen flat 
privilege of working with Brown for the past two on its fa~e." He handled -things .firmly and 
years. diplomatically and gave everyone a fair say. H_e 
The Council originated in the fall of 1972 after .has always been there when he was needed and has 
five years of careful planning and preparation. A showed great dedication to the college community; 
place was needed where the faculty, administration Although Brown will not be working directly 
and students could voice their opinions and within the governance system any longer, he will 
discuss their ideas together, according to Dr. always be w!lling to help in any way he can. He 
Brown. Despite a Faculty Council and a Student feels that there is still a great deal to be 
Congress, only "segments" of organized govern- accomplished, but to him, · the future looks 
ment existed. There were no administrators or optimistic. "I hope that now that the Communitt 
spokesmen. A way was needed to bring them Council is organized, they can list their priorities 
together and a Community Council seemed to be and face seriously how they can be achieved ..• the 
· the answer. · structural organization is there and is ready and 
Since it's beginning, the,Council has proved-to anxiqus to be used." 
SUMMER SESSION 
1976_ . 
SUNY • IJIN~HAMT_ON 
Term I June 1- j._ne 26 
. . 4 weeks· 4 credits 
Term· II Jone 28- · August 5 
_6 weeks . 8 credits 
Undergraduate ~~d Graduate Courses._ 
Art and Sciences, Mao·axement,. 
Advanced Technology, Gen~ral Studies 
Professional Educat'i'on, 
Low.state Tui~_ion: 
Information. Summer Session :·Bulletins-
, ( • 'I ' 
SU~Y ~•1.__ghimton ·_ 1 .-
BiJ1ghaR1ton, N. Y. 13901 
. (807) 798•2161' . · l. 
" 
Phi E.K-. 
Supplement 
An editing mistake in last 
week's Ithacan caused Tim Cal-
laghan's front page story on the 
removal of Phi E.K. from campus 
to be partially deleted. In order 
t~ prE:!sent all the necessary facts 
· tq our readers'" the following 
paragl'aph is being printed with 
regard to- the fraternity's react-
ion -to the decision to remove 
'them: - -
, "The brothers bi~terly ar-
gued that their conduct this year 
was. a \last improve_m~nt over 
previous years and- 'which the_ 
'administration's grievances were 
not su~stantial or-specific enough 
to_-warrant removal. They felt 
that ·in comparison to Delta 
Kappa (who ·had been put··_on 
probation at the $ame time and 
removed-...earlier this semester), 
Ht«:ir dorm dam~ge an4 ove!all . 
· conduct had been better." . 
Th~ Ithacan . regrets· ·the 
_. · ._ d~Jetion __ and apologizes to any 
'. ·· people who may have misinter.· 
preted th~ article_because_of it. 
... ' 
,, .i...~: ... · .. ?·: t"j: ~ :·· ;,_, .... _ ~· .::.-· ... \.1· ,_;._ .:. -; ~:~: ... ~ ..... : .. ..... · .. : : .. ·'".: -: ·-~ ;. __ .... ~ _;,::_~t·~;p,,..,.. ~ '. : ~ ' 
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c. 
r 
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By Jon Choate 
The rape of an Ithaca 
College co-ed on Wednesday 
evening April 7 while hitchhiking 
up •South Hill,· once again points 
out the 'danger- of unaccompanied 
I._..-
. -
women attempting to secure free alone should avoid. Patents are 'ery hitch biker should be fully 
transportation. tragically right when · they' re- aware of, (male or female -
• _Rape .is _not limited ~ an _ peatedly warn' their young child- sexual p~rversion takes many. 
.ISolated hillside, h~wever. A ren of the dangers of accepting· forms): 
casual offer of a ride at a bus rides from strangers. · ·- Age · When riding ... arrange rides 
station by strangers can lead to .. makes no difference. One with friends whenever possible. 
trouble as well. This is but orie of publication states that nearly 70 When going out late at 
the situations women traveling· percent of all rape victims are night ... take a cab. 
A L k A · s d hitchhikers. When using public transpor-00 t tU ent Also, because so few people tation ... s~ay alert- and avoid 
report -the offenses, "young 
. 
deserted subway'cars or buses. -
If you MUST hitchhike ... ne-
ver do so at night, alone or in 
deserted places. Take rides only 
from older couples or women, if 
possible. Ask the driver his 
destination before revealing him 
yours. If trouble starts, make a 
scene, grab the _ wheel and 
(continued on page 11) 
G(Jvernme11:t's Business Office :~~te cr~:::n~! ::e n;!at.ar 
Statistics show that 80 percent of ATTENTION: 
By Julia p Stnnistead _ the student body, the_ offic~ of B 
• and F oversees the expenditures 
... • · , · • · · - \ of all clubs and organizations on 
[F.ditors ~ote: The · audaor. · ~ "campus which had · previously 
_~ice· Pre~t of ~mmmuta- been allocated student govern-
tioas, for · tile ~tudent ment (unds. T-0 achieve this end, 
GelVenunent.) · · · the vice-president of B and F 
sexual assaults against httch-
hikers go unreported," the publi-
cation contiliues. Studies show 
that, one out of every six girls 
hitchhiking. will be assaulted. 
Possible Preventitive Me&sures 
Applications for Crisits"Center 
volunteers for Fall 1976 are due in die 
• 
must hold · frequent meetings The above facts are just 
Are you business minded?" li ' with represe~tat!ves of ~yery that ... facts. However, there are 
Psychology Office by Friday April 16. 
so, perhaps you belong in the clu~ and. orga!1xzation to !aci11tat4 preventitive measures which ev- ~-~~~.-.~-~~~·~~~~><-11: 
Student Body Office of Business the~. financial operations by ~r-------------------------------
and Finance. Acting on author- adv1sµxg · them on ~he most 
ity delegated by the _by-laws of r1c;~c::_,mahle and. pr~ctxcal ap -
. - ., . (cbnfinued on p(J,ge 7J 
BbB WEATHERHEAD 
• I .: • 
The Se·nior Class 
\--
c ~_rd _i a l-1 y --
--
·_invites the--gr-aduates 
... 011976 
-to: 
Tennis Game Rained Out? 
,_ Not when you.play INDOORS 
Now 
fff.1Ja!;j thru 1he end of sch_ool ••. · 
~#fl&lj) one hour of court time 
1::.'.~v $8 anytime J,. with student ID 
-ADVANTAGE IN,I~OOR· ... TENNIS CLUB -
TRIPHAMMER ROAD 257-2202 
-Hey, little girl •• a 
want to have 
' 
a-great knight? 
The Senior Class Dinner Party 
l. 
--. - . 
cocktails 1:30 pm-9 pm . open.bar and hors-d~oevres dinnera,id dance 9 pm-1 am 
Tickets af!ailalile,at- the Office of C4mpus Activities in the E8bert Union 
thr~~t!i__Friday, Ap~il 23 
~ . 
.. 
MENU 
tomato juice 
av_acacio salad 
--le bifteck·au bor.detais 
' . ' ,' . ' . 
---twi~e_ba1ted PGtato 
: .. · ' ' 
_·_vege_,.ce 
~veraa•·: 
-ice:creiilll·~e .. ·.- ·_ 
limifed to only 300 guest$ 
ja~~t and tie 
Saturday, may 1, 1976 
--ht;,liday inn of ithaca 
s2o·p~ ~ouple. 
•: .. : 
inquiries:-·Shaon Haas x3231 
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An Alternative To 
Books tore Prices 
One of the most unpleasant thoughts for a 
college student is that during the academic year, he _ 
spends money and usually does not make any. A 
majority of students spend their summer earning 
money to carry them through tJie.spring, and then 
the cycle repeats it"self. 
Cooperative Societies can and do exist to help 
students save money in the necessities they must 
purchase during the year. Books, clothes and 
toiletries are items that can cost a lot of money over 
a period of time. Co-ops are designed to save the 
student money in the long run. They provide 
discounts so that a student will not spend as much 
as a person who might be working. 
In Boston, the Harvard Coop is a perfect 
example of a successful co-op that saves students 
money and enables the store to make a profit at the . 
same time. They work on volume rather than high 
prices. 
Students of Harvard University and MIT have 
a Coop card that works as follow!>f the card has a 
number on it that the student gives the cashier 
when making a purchase. The number is put on the 
slip and at the end of each month, students are 
reimbursed twenty percent of their total monthly 
charges. · 
Cornell's bookstore was a cooperative society 
until the store was made larger and bought out by · 
the' university. But the fact that it is part of the 
school should encourage the prices to be lower 
because they are dealing with persons not earning 
money. 
In the same respect, Ithaca College might 
want to consider the same type of operation that 
students will benefit from. If the prices were lower, 
the business might increas~.A student is more 
likely to go downtown to buy his necessities at a 
lower price than utilizing the college bookstore's 
convenience. 
Thelthacan -frowns upon any store in the 
Ithaca area that takes advantage of students needs. 
In fact, if some type of. cooperative system was 
made for students, it would be more than 
appreciated. It would be respected. 
' 
It is understandable that books are sold at the 
publisher's list price, but other items that students' 
need can, and are sold cheaper in other stores. The 
bookstores on any college campus should be there 
to help the students rather than rip them off. 
The Ithacan strongly urges the· campus 
bookstores in the community to get together and 
form some type of Coop for both Ithaca and· 
Cornell students, remembering that they are not 
making money. but 'have to spend iL 
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By David Silverstein, Politics '76 close to libelous" - and made the I am surpf'.is~d at the reaction of 
coalition feel and ldf>k like fools. the • wliich is, - with few · 
We felt - in fact we were - e,i;ceptions, warm and support-
. The past week brought to betrayed. ive. 
me many frustrations, an endless The coalition. was to meet · April 11' - On campus, I am 
stream of th'oughts, and- the need again, but only to break in .half greeted with _ sorne supportive 
to end my last year of college because of disagreements within statements and many stares; 
with actions that should have the group and because we felt we Many people asking me to keep 
filled all of my years at Ithaca were hit by such- a heavy blow them in touch with my talk with 
College." I have tried, believe it that we could not rise above it.. President Whalen and, anything 
or not, to be brief - I know I could Th~ small group that -tried to • that may come up. · 
have written so much more. Due make the budget a campus issue, April 12 - I call the Presi-
to time this articles isn't as well to give life to an issue that affects . dent's secretary at 11:00 to make. 
written or as powe~ul as I would every student, killed the issue by . an appointment to see the 
have liked. But I feel the issues letting it slowly die out. President. She asks me for what 
important enough to ask you to . Months have gone by and purposes - and I reply that I 
read on; starting with a bit of Paul Stems' article on President would rather just tell the Presi-
background information and then Whalen's activities at Newton dent.- Perhaps, she suggests, 
on to the events of the past College and the subsequent that I would like to see Gus 
week. So - letters by Walter Borton and·. Perialis, Vice .- President of 
In mid-January, the Ithacan Frank Falcone that have just Student and Campus Affairs, and 
reported that there would be an recently aupeared in the Ithacan Gus then -would· decide if I could . ' 
increase· in tuition_ at Ithaca have stirred some, speak with the· ·,President. I 
College ,coupled with a $105,000 thoughts about President refused the offer. She will talk to 
decrease· in Academics. This Whalen's handling of -the col- · the President and c.all me. be-
figure was to appear in the leges' affairs. · tween 3:00 and 3:30. I call at 
ltbacin for about three or four What caused my re-concern · 3:15. The President is outside, I 
weeks never once being . in the President's handling of the will try to have him call you 
challenged by the administra- budget-. and wh_at brought me to before the end of the .day. -She 
tion. During this time President the Union Cafeteria last Satur." - .. sug~sts I talk to Walter Borton, 
Whalen held two open meetings day riight to speak out.on campus Assistant to the President.· I 
for students to ask questions and politics? . · . . · refused the. offer. I call at 5:15 
state their feelings about the April 7 - Jerry,Rubiri speaks and state my purpose in .wanting 
happenings of Ithaca College~ on campus. A oon-~an •. , a to see the President - the budget 
The first· meeting, on January ja<:k-ass,apig-fmnot-sureifhe andhiscredibility ... l am told to 
29th, attracted -an audience of is my of all of these things, but - call at noon t'be next day • the 
approximately . 60 students, he started my adrenalin flowing. - · secretary calls me at 6 o'clock but ·, 
many of whom brought questions During the question - answer -· I am not home. . . 
about the $100,000 decrease in statement period I -asked a April 13 - I call at-noon - the 
Academics. President · Whalen · question·· dealing with campus President-~ not_ in. He will try 
said he would not discuss definite politics and slightly ·mentiol\'ed to call me· at 2:30. · No call • at · 
figures· in the budget .for (1) he . ~sident Whafen, After the -- 3:30,. I, call. I am told by his 
did not have a copy of the bud~t lecture a few people came up to secretary that before I can see 
with him and didn't want to give , me asking me what I had been the President, I must tell him 
out wrong information and (2) talking about. I explained the over the phone exactly why I 
the figures in the budget were budget incidents. As I :watched want to see him. I am told he'll 
subject to slight changes during them get angry over my words I try to call me before he leaves for. 
the next week at which time a began to curse myself for letting the day. I call-~ 5 o'clock the 
summary of the budget would be the budget issue die without President is in buf can't talk. At 
presented to __ the Community even a public apology from 5:25 I am called and told to call 
Council. However, the president President Whalen over his hand- the next morning and I will be 
did not correct anyone's assump-· ling of the budget and the · put directly through to him. 
tion that a decrease of such ·incidents surrounding the' burl- Today - April 14 - 'I called 
substantial proportions would get. · ' , today at 9:30, and, as promised, 
take place. On· February 4th · April 9 - Because of foolish was put directly through to 
another 'open meeting' was held. fears and my inaction, I put an President-Whalen. We spoke for 
This time attracting approximat- end to a relationship before - it fifteen· minutes or .so and an 
ely ten students. The questions even begins. With head pound- appointment was set up for me to 
on the budget remained the ing, I went- to· see ~All· the see him tomorrow (Thursday -
same. Presi~ent Whalen again President's -Men'. After the April 15) at 12:00. · 
did not have exact figures and movie things began to make At the time of our conversa-
again he did not correct anyone's themselves clear. With only a tion I was not sure whether or 
assumptions that academics at few weeks to go in before not I would put pen to paper and 
Ithaca College would· suffer-graduation I would end my ·write of the incidents I have 
greatly under the new budget. inaction. I decide to speak in the written about. I feel though that 
During this time a small Union dining hall Saturday night the students of I.C. should know 
coalition of studen~. including and _ tell of the incidents sur- 'what's going on'. I have no great 
myself, began waiting to discuss rounding the budget. I would compassion for the Ithacan - not 
what could be done-about the make a promise-to the students because I distrust their informa-
budget. ' Not having exact that I would ask President tion, but mainly because the 
figures ourselves made it impos- Whalen for a statement and an Ithacan does not seem to want to 
sible for us to analyze or have apology for not confronting the stand up and fight against a 
someone analyze the budget. We Ithaca and the students at the system that not only oppresses 
did feel emotionally thoug~. that open meetings with the truth students (whose tuition pays to 
a great wrong was being commit- about budgetary matters. keep that.system goint) but does 
Led. We tried to stir up campus • April 10 - I nervously speak not fight for its own self in the 
interest, but time was limited to the dinner crowd. Not only do wake of the President's attacks 
and so was the en.thusiasm that I talk of campus politics but of on it. So - the-conversation I had 
greeted us in our talks with my own personal regrets over witn the President was a 
fellow students. On behalf of this - my college 'career'. and that such conversation that we both didn't , 
·coalition of about 12 students, I regrets can be- avoiiJed if one know would be presented in 
read a speech, conveying our comes to grips with the issues· public. I would though like .to 
feelings about-the budget, tQ the that deal directly with them and present the essence of . the 
Community Council. At this fight all tbose that wish to conversation. I hope this doesn't 
meeting the President denied oppress them. I promise I will , close doors to the President. I 
such vast academic cuts - called ask Preside'nt Whalen ·for a . feel that he was warm, honest,, 
the lthacan'a articles "perilously statement in this week's Ithacan. [continued_on page:51 
--The R'ole· Of T.he Student Board Member 
By Sam SchmikJer 
Student Trustee 
Within the next few week~. 
the student body wJll be asked to 
express their choice on the next 
student trustee. No other· posi-
tion on ~this campus has· been -
surrounded by more col)fusion 
and mis-interpretation than this 
one: and in light of the upcoming 
events, I felt it necessary to 
· come forth with a statement. I 
am indebted to Marcie Gorman 
a_nd Mar~ Engstrom for provid-
ing me with this opportunity, 
faculty on the board provide approach only negates one's 
first:iiand knowledge of the effectiveness in acting on the 
primary function of this institu- college behalf. fm ,asking the 
. tion, higher· education. The students to -nominate a person 
f<?_remost responsibility of the who has teh intelligence, moti-
student trustee, is to act in the vation and responsibility to hold ' 
best interests of Ithaca College, a job that I have found requiring 
not, as it is widely assumed. the, very tough decisions. 
interests of the student body. I In reviewing candidates · I 
am.not a Student Representative ask that you pay special atten-
to the Board. 'My scope of tion'- to the sentiments they 
responsibility is the :iame as any express toward the co~ege and 
other trustee, and I will continue ' toward themselves. Much can be 
to -stress this to the _special inferred by examining just how 
interests, who wish me to a-ct·as they invision themselves as_ a· 
·th(lir mouthpiece. Ithaca Col- trustee. . 
lege; it's educational and finan- · The next student trustee 
cial strength, are rtjy paramount, will be. my partner ' for tJie 
interests. remaining fourteen months of ~y · 
· The position of Student 
Trustee was an outgrowth of the 
Board's desire . tb have trustees 
whose special backrounds and 
experiences would lend insight~ . 
THE ITHACAN IS PUl31.1SHED WEEKLY DURING OPINION OF THE EPITORIAL BOARD AND NOT the ·governing of an institution. 
THE SCHOOL YE"R EXCEPT THE WEEKS NECESSARILY TNOSE OF THE S1"UDENT BODY Being a Trustee requires ex-
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CbC$UU-l$rn~ 
Def ending The Sciences 
To The Editors: 
I'm writing to refute the 
typical description of Ithaca 
-college as a country club by · 
asking the following factual 
questions: 
If Ith,aca College is just a 
country club then: 
1. Why, during the past 10 
years have both private and 
Federal agencies considered the 
Ithaca College science depart-
m~nts worthy_ of re~eiving over 
2/3 .of a million dollars of these 
agencies fun,ds 'in the for~ . of 
grants? ,- , . 
2. Why, year aft~r year, as 
receiving grants becomes in-
creasingly, more, .competitive, 
does Ithaca ·Colleg~ ,,continue to. 
reteive National Science Found-
atiori' 1:Jrtdergr~d~at~ research 
grants to train promising young 
high-school and college science 
students during summers at 
I.C.? 
3. Why, for. five con~ecutive 
years (when the science depart-
ments are only 10 years old) has 
Ithaca College been the n11D1ber 
one school in the eastern United 
States for both quantity and 
quality of research papers pre-
sented at the annual F;astern 
Colleges Science Conference? 
4. Why have. the science 
students at I.C., in collaboration 
with tq.eir professors, published 
more t an 35 research papers in 
prominent science journals over 
the past seven years? 
.. _By 'now you might· have 
gue.ssEid .. that I am a science 
major· (Chemistry,- to be exact) 
however I am not writing 
exclusively about the sciences 
because they are the : only · 
departments worthy of recog-
nition, but instead, because they· 
are the most familiar to me. I 
recognize that the above state-
ments are blatantly' immodest, 
but I feel justified in making 
them in an attempt to balance 
the negative attitudes that· so 
many of the I.C. students 
express. Now, I also realize that 
not, all the schools or depart-
mentS' are as demanding as the 
science departments, but take a 
look around you, I.C. has more to 
offer as an academic institution 
than tennis ' courts, . swimming 
pools, and Tower Club Happy 
Hou_r.~! 
Julia P. Stromsted 
Chemistry '78 
_ The Bad Side Of Spring 
To all I.C. students 
I 'was ·extremely -happy to 
see spring-finally come to Ithaca 
COiiege yesterday. The crowd 
scene in front of the Union 
see111ed to signify that everyon~ 
else on campus was enjoying the 
day too. It seems so great to .be 
able to walk around on the grass 
instead of trudging around in the 
snow and muck that's been 
lingering on our campus for so 
many monfhs. \yell, I'm glad 
everyone liad a nice day! But I 
am appalled at the filthy' mess 
that resulted from the day's 
activities. The grassy area in 
front of the Union was disgust-
ing_!}'. clut~fr~~ . with .. ev_erything 
frorri soda cans to ·crumpled up 
newspapers and empty cigarette 
packs. Not only was the Union 
area filthy but the Quad areas 
were also littered .with trash. -I 
walked around speechless, hard-
ly believing that students could 
be so negligent. _ 
And then I began:"is it really 
so surprising that · so many 
students don't care about the 
environment in which· we live?" 
At that moment I realized just 
how apathetic we as students can 
be. Every day I hear someone 
complaining about the rise in 
cos~s for school next year, but 
does anyone ever stop to think 
that . that rise includes the 
maintenance both indoors and 
outdoors on this campus? The 
more we litter and deface our 
cmapus, the more it costs us each 
year to. pay for the maintenaiice· 
to pick up our filth; filth which 
accumulates simply because no 
one cares enough to use the trash 
. can~. which for everyone's_ in-
formation, _ are located directly 
outside the Union, as well as in 
other heavily traveled areas 
around campus. 
Maybe I am wrong. Maybe 
the true reason for this deplor-
able attitude concerning our 
campus environment is caused 
because students aren't aware of 
the mess that "that one soda can" 
will cause. My hope is that this 
letter has helped to make stu-
dents more aware of the pro-
blem. 
Perhaps· from today on, we 
will think twice about just 
leaving that can, or paper, or 
wrapper where it lies. And if 
we're really lucky, people may 
. even start taking those few ex'tra 
steps to deposit their trash in a 
trash can! It's not so hard to do 
and it will make for a much more 
beautiful (and less costly) camp-
us. Donna Baldwin 
Music'78 
... YourSp~ce 
outspoke, and certainly spoke maybe I was too open too soon 
with great seriousness about the with information that' wasn't 
events of the past few months. I quite clear enough." 
hope he does not feel I laid down Lastly I told him that some 
a trap to snare him. I did not. If people found )lim personally 
the President does get upset - I quite warm but as an administra-
place above that 'the people's tor they found fault with him. 
need to know'. President Whalen said that 
In essence: sounded as if people felt he was 
President Whalen felt _.that "devious" and that in fact he as a 
some of the ar,ticles presented in person and an administrator was 
the Ithacan about him were quite open. 
"distorted," "perilously libelous" President Whalen did know 
and the articles "misrepresent- - that I was only representing 
ed" his words and actions. myself - my own thoughts. I 
When I asked "him --what he thank him for his time and 
thought of personally responding candor. 
to the articles in the Ithacan he 
said that it would be foolish for 
him to "waste his time" in 
- - - - -i- - - - -
dealing with the distortions. "It Now what? I am not quite 
would become a viscious ping- sure - though I deeply feel that ' 
pong match, me responding to some action should take place to 
the latest attack, and''then (The deal with the President's refusal 
:lthacan) responding to my re- to apologize for misleading the 
·sponse ... it would be like the studfnts of Ithaca College. I can 
continuing saga of Jim Whalen only stress that this budget 
and the student newspaper." incident is just one of many 
• President Whalen did say incidents yet to come in which 
that he would not be "pushed the President Whalen will show a 
around" arid would, if needed, deaf ear towards student input. 
·_"push them right back." He said Such incidents will be a subtle. 
he was the "messenger who gets pollution that will slowly descend 
'his head cut off for bringing bad on Ithaca College. Though it 
news." Whalen understands that cannot be felt right now - it will 
he is likely to be attacked now weigh heavily on future days. 
and then, for he is "rattling In closing - I feel I must 
cages" on campus - from the. stress that I am not out for self 
. 'Admini~tration down to the· glory. I do this though, for my 
students. But he said that he has life - to end regrets that come 
never been attacked by students from foolish fears, passivity, and 
at other colleges that he has a form of oppression. Please call 
played a role in as he has been me (273-8342) - talk to me - of any 
attacked by ll "couple of stu- ideas or comments you would 
dents" here at LC. like to share. This weekend will 
In my talks with students. I be one for much contemplation 
found that though many don't see and a decision, if needed, on 
the "terrible things" happening what action should be taken 
on campus they do feel the about the events that have taken 
President Whalen owes the place. Please listen for the winds 
Ithaca College Community an of change. 
apology fot handling the budget 
in the manner he did. When I 
_asked him his thoughts on this he 
said - "I have nothing to 
apologize for. I am a little 
·apologeti~ over the fact that 
In This 
Comer 
STUDENT 
BODY 
ELECTIONS 
Nominations are open now and will close on Friday April 18 at 5:00pmra 
· C~aignperiod will be from Sunday April 18 at 8pm to Mc;,nday April 26 
-· at 10pm. Elections will be on April 27th from 10am to 7pm in all dining halls 
a-.d the Egbert Union. Submit nominations to· 
.. .• . - ~ . . . . 
*Where l:lave Yo~ Dis~ppe.ared To? You Complained Abowi~ The Budget* 
Here Is You·r Cha_nce For Input 
Offices Op~n For Election 
.· Executive, Boardc inembers .. All Seni'f'J:lass Officers . 
(incl'-udir,,g ~tuden·~ Body-President and 4 Vice-Presidents) 
S.AB. Chtiirfflan, Treasure11 and ExecutiVe Secretary 
Student 11:ominee ·tift_he.Board of Trustees 
', ', [P• Questions or .. No~inations,'Call S.G.O. at;.x337·7, 274-3371; .. ,:. ._, · \ ~ .; • l, . 
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KR2400 · KR4_400 
13 RMS watts per c~a~nel, 20-20000 Hz, s179 
. L.ist $220 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
2
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ROTEL 3000 _ 
Direct-Drive 
List$220 ....... ,S189 
Ml RACORD 825 
·Automatic 
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Semi-automatic 
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RevampThe , 
Co~ce:rt Commission 
To the Editors; such a way as to insure another 
poor performance of the commit-
To any perceptive student tee next year. 
who has done 15 consecutive The selection process ranks 
seconds of thinking about the among the least open of affairs 
state of concerts. at I.C. this an~ as such can be compared to a 
year, the outlook for next year is Umon shop election. Those who 
pessimistic. It is not necessary are already commissioners, are 
to detail the failures of the assured of retaining their spots 
,concert c.ommission during the for next,.. year. Even more 
past year. From the standpoint unbearable than this is that those 
of s~eer technical promotion ·of wbo are the interviewers and the 
concerts, - the record of the decision makers, is a committee 
committee is poor. The example composed of present commis-
of staging a brother vs. brother sioners. 
competition during the same The unfairness of _this sys-
~eekend needs little explana- tern speaks f9r itself. A, new 
tion. Common sense is enough to method of choosing is clearly 
kpow that this was poor plan- needed. An alternative to this 
ning, and no amounts of antj-Bob - might_be_ that tliose wishing to be 
Davis squealing can excuse the comm1ss1oners could submit 
I.C. commission, which sched- their names to stand for- election 
uled the date after the Unicorn. by the student body. If this 
More importantly than this process ,proves infeasible, an-
is the apparent lack of talent that other proposal would be the 
the commission has in judging selection of a committee of 
the acts that._are acceptable to st!-]den~s. wno would sit in 
the LC. campus. The-. groups juiig~~e.nt of all candidates. 
cho_sen se-em 't° have been Implicit m these proposals is that 
del!berately out of step with - the ~resent members of the 
mainstream trends on campus. committee ·submit their names 
Even ~he rumored appearlillce of along side of all potential com-
a southern funk band as a free missioners. · . 
outdoor-party, does little to alter , Other suggestions are ob-
the performance record of the viously needed. This system has 
commission. If the commission is been attacke_d before but only in 
unable _to come up with gr~ups an unpublicized meeting of the 
that will please the I.C~'popu- student body. If nothing is done 
lace, then the Commission, as it and done quickly., then our 
exists at this point, should be concerts will. again be mishan-
replaced. died by- tnose same students, 
This is essentially what is genus credentius hungryus, who 
happening _at this point. in the permea~e the committee· this ·· 
yar.- New Commissioners· are year.· 
being· chosen to replace those ' 
that are leaving, but the select-
ion process is being ~ied on in 
: · ... Business Off ice 
[continued from page 9)- -_-
Larry Klein 
ScottAsnis 
proaches. _ Also, and to .e·nsure : th A b 
that student government funds., m . e year. s a µsiness major, he 1s well equipt and suited to the 
and therefore each student's · · b H" t · · d ~o , is d_ivers~ foreign -exper-
mt1on ollars · are not illegally 1ence (havmg. hved in P-rance, 
handl~d or used contrary to England and Venezuela) enables 
eStabbshed college policy· , him to feel comfortable -with 
Knowledge of Computer p~ople and capable of dealing 
syst«:ms, accounting and busi- with all the personality types he 
ness management are all benefi- meets through his office. 
cial to han_dling the business end Unlike.some past VP's of B 
of student government as is and F (affectionately , termed 
ability .to work closely with the "Bugeteers") Bob shares the 
diverse personalities involved in monetary decisions with a bud-
the bugetary processes. Bob Wethei:head, the current VP of get comm: and readily listens to· 
Business _and Finance - elected all sides of an issue. 
by student congr. ess. to fill a Serving as VP of Busin. and F was Bob .. s first venture into 
vacancy, has been directing college politics as his interests 
himself to these goa_~ since early . h3:~e. f~~ed on other activities _ 
\, • I 
( YqurSpa6e ....... ) 
An Open Statement Of Dissent 
I 
By Jac_k Cuffari and Rob Taub 
me7!1bers of OMEGA, a group for political campus 
action 
People tend to forget. This is indeed a sad 
statement, but true. We. all forget, and apparently 
we have forgotten the very recent past. Within the 
past te~ ye3!'s th~re were many points in college 
and_ umvers1ty life at which students brought 
yar1ous administrations to their knees. Even high 
s~hools felt s?me of this, but at institutions of 
higher education the stu~ents are the employers, 
()~ at least the representatives of those who pay the 
b11ls. The bu~eaucrats are there basically to serve 
the_ students. When students' rights were violated, 
str~?s, demo~strations, ra_llies, and even benign 
pe~1t10ns reminded the administrations just who 
paid whose salary. Things improved and the 
causes v.:on, everything settled into' a' Ieth~rgic, 
apathy-ridden condition reminiscent of late Rome 
. Now once again students are being scolded: 
CaJoled, threatened., treated like cnildren. There 
are mumbles. of malcontentment, rumors of 
professors selling pencils at an exam ·the conflict' 
a~d confusion of a tuition hike that nob~y seems to 
mmd. The lackeys of the President write his 
letters for _him; their tone aloof and mocking in 
condescension. A young man stands on a table in 
the cafeteria, , begging students . not to Jet 
themselves_ be sh~t upon - and nothing happens. 
The ~ureaucracy 1s still basically on the offensive; 
:resident Whalen has been hidden since the 
infamous Community Council meeting while 
stu~ents receive pacifying statements and semi-
actlon-: Students are told to sit down and be silent 
to not question that system that angers and· stifle~ 
the~. S,tudents initially were shocked at the 
P!es1dent s threat to sue the vital media organ of 
his own ins~itution. Initially. Then the anger set in 
- the Pre~1dent of a college playing bully to a 
s~~-supported student paper. The concept is· 
r1d1culous. 
. We are goingto question." We will demand 
answ~rs.. We will fall back on our nation's 
constitution and the rights it provides for us. 
Ithaca College administration take heed. Be very 
careful a~ut who you push and how far. Mumbling, 
does t?rn, upon the rare revolutionary occasion, to 
rumbli~g. And we~? know who pays your salaries. 
~here 18 a new political awareness on this campus; 
people are concerned about who manipulates them. 
T~~re, ar~ many students who will not tolerate 
bemg mampulated, mistr~ted, robbed. There will 
be a str~e - maybe ~?t·now, maybe not even by 
n~xt Christmas, but 1t s coming. Protest is in the 
air once ~gai~. Don't be so foolish as to gauge-IC 
students attitudes by looking in on a Student 
Congress meeting. That benign body of liberals 
and . conservatives does little but play at being 
lead1;rs_ and motivators. We all know whose side 
they re on. 
.. All the pressures building up at this time will 
eventually unite and explode and it will not be 
pretty or humorous. Even the most stubborn and 
apathetic mule wilJ kick when prodded hard enough 
and often enQugh. 
******* One of the_ most unpleasant thoughts for a 
college student 1s, that during the academic year, 
he ~p~nds money and usually doesn't make any. A 
maJor1ty of students spend their summer earning 
money to carry th~m through the spring, and then 
the cycle repeats itself. · 
Cooperative Socities do, and can exist to help, 
students save money in the necessities they must 
pu_rch~se .du~ing the year. Books, clothes and 
todet~1es are. items that can cost a lot of money over 
a permd of time. Co-ops are designed to save the 
s~udent money in the long run. They pro~ide 
discounts so that a student won't spend,as much as 
a person who might ,be working. . • 
In Boston, the Harvard Coop is a perfect 
example of a successful co-op that saves students 
money_and enables the store to make a profit at the 
sam1: time. They work on volume rather than high 
. prices. 
Students of Harvard University and MIT have 
a coop card !hat works as follows: The card has a 
number o~ it that the. student gives the cashier 
w~en makmg a purchase. The number is put on the 
shp and at the end of each month, students are 
reimbursed 20 percent of their total monthly 
charges. 
. Cornell's bookstore was a cooperative society 
until t~e st~re was made larger and bought out by 
the umvers1ty. But the fact that it is part of the 
school should encourage the prices to be lower 
because they are dealing with persons not earning 
money. 
In the ~ame resp~ct, Ithaca .College mig~t 
want to consider the same type of operation that 
students wi\\ ben~ii ·irom:~- H· -the- prices were 
lower,. the. business might increase. A student. is 
more hkely to go downtown to buy his necessities 
at a lower price than utilizing the college 
bookstore's convenience. 
The Ithacan frowns upon any store in the 
Ithaca area that takes advantage of students' 
. needs. In fact, if some type of cooperative system 
was m~de for studen_ts, it would be appreciated. !t 1s -~n~er.st~ndable that books are sold at the 
pubhsher s h:,t price,_ but other items tllat students 
need, can, and are sold cheaper in other stores. 
The bookstores on any college campus should be 
the;e to help the students, rather than "rip them 
off. 
The It_hacan strongly urges the campus 
bookstores in the community to get togethei< and 
form some type of co-op for both Ithaca and Cornell 
students, remembering that they are not making 
money but have to spend it. 
JFa_colty Trustee Elected 
; ·1 By Mary Currier 
· Despite a few minor pro-
blems, the Faculty Trustee elec-
tion is now over. · 
Chemistry Professor Bob 
Pasternack was elected by the 
faculty and ~ecommended by 
Faculty Council to the trustee-
ship Df the Board of Trustees. 
He will now have to be examined 
in terms of qualifications by the 
Board. · -
--~~h. 
i~ih LlJu 
Problems , arose this year 
when no one could find any rules 
as to ~ow elections were to be 
run. The last election was 3 
years ago and at that time 
someone either did not have 
written directions or just ne-
glected to leave a copy available 
for the next Faculty Trustee 
Election. · 
' Prying into the memory 
banks of a few remedied the 
situation. 
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THE PLANTATION 
Lilies, Mums 
Gardenias 
Miniature R'o·ses · · 
Terrariums 
Calceolaria 
Azaleas 
_ Hydrangea 
154 The Comm~ns 
Cmeraria 
_Hyacinths 
Daffodils 
Cut Flower!. 
273-723,l 
Deliveries in Ith.sea Ojien Thurs. ft Fri. ti/ g 
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lthaflicks 
Putney Swope 
. By Jay Bobbin 
If outrageous satire is your bag, so is Robert 
Downey's film Putney Swope. It's the story 9f a· 
black member of an advertising agency who rises to 
the presidency of his own company: Truth and. 
Soull, Incorporat~d. (Right on ... ) This was deemed 
an underground film when it first emerged ~ the 
late 1960's, but in the early seventies, it became a 
cult favorite. Films like Putney Swope have paved 
the way for more recent spoofs such as the Groove 
Tube; in fact, this movie probably inspired one Mr. 
Mel-Brooks in his creation of Blazing Saddles. As 
far as Putney Swope itself is concerned, go and 
laugh ... but don't take anything you see or hear too 
seriously. n's all in fun. 
Gangsters are being shot to death ... pimps are 
being blqwn out of their luxurious "mobiles" ... SOID• 
eone is doing the work for the Los Angeles Police 
Department. Who'! Well, Dirty Harry Callah~n. 
the toughest, "dirtiest" cop on the team is gonna 
find outor get him~elf killed trying. That's the tale 
of Magnum Force, an extremely entertaining 
sequel to the earlier Clint Eastwood detective 
drama Dirty Harry. Eastw:ood returns as Harry, 
who is up to his pistol in cases throughout this mm. 
In the course of two hours, he foils an airplane 
hijack, a liquor store holdup, and he does his 
darndest to stop the main bad guys from wasting 
anymore criminals before the crooks see the inside 
of a prison cell. Hal Holbrook.,cost,ars as the police 
lieutenant who doesn't exactly see eye-to-eye with --
Eastwood's tactics. SQ!Ile of my favorite putdo\W 
lines of all time are contained in Magnum Force. 
Example:"Don't mess this up, Callahan, or I'll flop. 
. y~u lower than whale s---."(It is ratEl_d_ 'R', folks.). 
Ym1 might be· surprised to .. find out·just who the 
assa5sins are. By 1,10w, it's not an origin31 twist, but 
it works out just . fine in this picture. You'll 
probably recognize one of the gentlemen who play 
rookie cops, David Soul, as the former partner in 
ABC's hit detective show Starsky. and Hutch. 
Magnum force is a very macho film, but it allows 
Eastwood the chance for some romance on the 
side ... with a.nice littfe-Chinese dish. (No,not Chow 
Mein!) You'll like it for one reason or another ... the 
guys for the action, the girls for Eastwood, and ' 
thieves for seeing that they aren't· the only bad 
guys! (Hint, hint ... ) 
. THIS WEEKEND'S GUIDE: 
Putney Swope, Thursday at 9:30 p.m., Friday at 
7 :30 and 10:00; 75 cents. 
Magnum Force, Saturday and sunday at 7:30 and 
10:00 p.m.; one dollar. 
NEXT WEEK'S COMING ATTRACTIONS: 
_Thurs.and Fri.: Male and female students residing 
together at college in The Harrad Experiment .. . or 
"Return. to Landon Hall". 
Sat. and Sun.: Ouch .•. oof...thud .. :crunch ... Burt 
Reynolds and the most savage ball game on film: 
The Longest Yard. - -
·.,'. 
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TOM HALL [~ ACTION 
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Classica·l-
To Pop 
ByF~Raker 
Tom Hall is no different than most music 
majors in the sense that he is extremely busy: ~ut 
Tom feels that "to grow, to develop ·as ,a musician, 
you c;q ne\'.er do enough." ... And he has proven 
that. . --- ., _ ~ 
Along with his normal class schedule, Tom has 
performed. at L'Auberge, The Sheraton, The 
~oliday Inn," and several, colleges ·in- the New 
Eng!!!ld area. including Wellsle~. Co~e~. . J~t , 
·1on" ,.r . recently, he appeared in__Fo!'d_ ~a~ for_;_hlS ~umor 
.~ , voice recital in which he sang classical songs and a 
few of his.originals. ·. . . 
· ·M· Ji. · In addition'. to the aforementioned,. 'I'oin has 
' ' u a,····.... . taken his talerit'lo television, not only as a ~inger 
O,'~ but as the assistant-director for the ·Jazz Lab (2 
. . -Notes years), and to the Nortlieast Ele111entary School 
where he gav'~ folk mtisic !ect~· and concert. 
-: Also a member of the Madnghl Smgers, Concert 
A program of sacred choral_ music at 8:15 pm Choir, Music Honor Society, and housing staff, 
Wednesday,· Apr: 21, in Ithaca ·College's W11Iter Tom has quite an ·extensive list of "extra-curricu-
Ford Hall will feature the _Ithaca College Chorus Jars". · 
and Concert !;hoir under- tlie direction of Roland Tom has done much performing, and he has 
· Bentley. done it well. However, "My career goal is choral 
Tom Hall wil be baritone soloist with fhe ·conducting. fd like to start in ;ihigh s~hool which I 
College, Chorus in Heinz Werner Zimmerman's -hope ~ill lead to a colleg~ job'. .. the p~ssib_ility of 
Psalmkonzert, composed in.195$. _Zimmerman h~ performing is there,· but Im not pursumg it. rm 
taken his texts from Psalms 40, 96,--103 and 107:-- · more into composing ... " · : I - .· _ • 
Instrumentation includes jthree tr~_rnpets. vibra:- C<incern best describ~s Tom's-fe~lin~ tow~d 
phone and string bass played by Gary Von S!range,- his musi~ world.· He believ~s th~~ 1s a ~e1JI_l:>le 
Donald Hale, Glen Griegel, Brian Rothme1er and pola~ity bet"'.een popular a~d class1~ music ... 
Ed Liberatore. .. · . _ ~ere 1s .no re~on, he ~ontJ.nues, why 
Together, the Chorus and Concert Choir ~ill people can't enjo_y all kin~ o! music. ':l'h~ problem 
perform a lnotet for double chorus: Ich las~e dich . is there ~ecause of ·ed~cat~o~; , If one ~eeame 
nicht, written in 1676 by Johann C. Bach, an uncle aware, one could apprec1ate·1t. · .. · _ 
of the famed J .S. Bach. .,,... · .. When '.l'om perf?~mi;; ~e atte~p_t;i ~o uJihze all 
The younger Bach is repre~nted ~n the that he has le_arned (I.e. theory, class1cal_history): 
program by one of his most demanding .. piotets, ''I try to assimilate the feeling ~rorn class1ca,l music 
Singet dem Herrn ein __ ne~es Lie? (Sin~ to t~e 1.-?r~. : . i_~to po~ ~~ic ... I try .t.o _ attam the be_st of both 
a new song).-: Perfol'mlng. this song_ ~t~alSe, ··. worlds.. • . .. . - .· . . 
conducted by P.rof. Bentley~ are two sol'? voe~ ' · Jorn be~ieve~ that to ~av_e~_J!e?p_le--~a~~ one 
quartets, the Concert Ghoir an? a small c}iambe~ prfo~~,~s an honor!· '!Jut a b1g-r~~~ns~ility._ ~ 
ensemble. Singet dem-Derrn IS regarded-as the. . · ,It 1s an honor to be an artist, he says. And 
most monumental and profound of Bach's motets. .with it conies a re_sponsibility to deliver quality_ art; 
· This will be the last perfc:,rmance.of the y~ar by art with integrity." - · · 
the chorus and choir. All artists want to be _accepted, be relates, but 
· there is more to it than that. One ~as a duty to be 
Under the_ baton of Pa~ela Gearh_art, _the good and to better himself. He explains: 
Ithaca Col~e_ge Orchestr~ will make . its fmal "Too many times performers stop. People like · 
appearance of the season m a free e_ub~~ co1;1,cert their music, so they stop. But there's too much 
Thursday ev:ning,'·:A-pr. 22. The concert, m Walter trash in music today ... a'nd that must mean these. 
Ford Hall, wdl bflgm at 8:15 p.m. . people didn't feel the responsibility. One must g~ 
Mrs. G~arhart and the orchestra wtl~. open beyond the supt!rficial level of being loved by the 
thei·r·nrogram with the Overture to Mozart s Der d. ,. 
. " . · · d - au 1ence. 
Schauspieldirektor, K. 486: The one-~ct ':°m~ !• The past three years here have been 
set to music by Mozart, was produced m _Yienna m extremely ·worthwhile for-Tom. He considers_ 
,1786. . · .' . · . . himselflucky: . 
The orchestra will play a group of selectIQ!lS m _ "The time · I am spending here is spent 
·memory of a fo~mer colleague and 1974 Ith~ca constructively. I have been fortunate· to have 
_ Colle~ graduate, John!J.!l Bell, _an outstandmg. worked with many talented professor-., especially 
cellist who died recently_ m Amherst, N.Y. Th~! my voice teacherAngusGodwin ... and they all have 
will· e~ic~te to hei: memory LeopoJ~ Stokows~i s gone out of their way to help me. I truly appi-e~ate 
tran:,cnpt1on of Mem Jesu and the Air from Su~t~ it." . _ .. · . . . 
No. 3 in D Major, both by J.S. Bach, also Elegie, . "What J have learned and gained", he added, 
Op. 24 by G~briel Faure_. · · "is stuff you ·don't read about in the catalogue." 
The maJor work to be performed by the coll:g~ During the upcoming summer; Tom will ·be 
orc~estra !s Sympho~;y No. 5, Op. 47 , ·by D.m!tri . performing five nights a week at the Sheraton and 
Shostakovich. The Fift Symphony, a good v_ehicle the Holiday Inn (alternating months). · 
for orchestral display, has been a favorite of Composer. Conductor. Sihger. Musician. 
audiences since its 1937 preraj~re. Artist.· That's Tom Hall.'.,and m~re. 
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. By Jay Bobbin . 
, theatres; triples theatres and multiple cinemas that 
. A lot has happened to the motion picture you almost always· have a choice of films within 
industry itr the last decade. In the mid-1960's, footsteps. Also, modern theatre, seats aren't that 
whe1fl was just a foolish young lad, a dollar would comfortable anymore. Sure, the motorcycle gangs 
get you into a new movie;_ In fact;'i'hat one buck .used to.¼nife the stuffing out of the cushions ... but, 
might ·even allow you' to see a double-feature. at .least, they were nice and plush. 
Now, these days, even though I'm still just a foolish ~ Whatever l,iiippened to cartoons? Have you 
lad, prices have gone up to three and· sometimes recently seen a cartoon before the main feature at 
four dollars .for a~_mission to one movie. Ten ·years· commercial theatres? I would have loved to see 
ago,.you'd,never see sex,or extreme violence or Bugs.Bunny before Dog Day Afternoon or Popeye 
, , he~on~ vulgarism ~er--another. The most risque · precedirig Barry Lyndon {which was ·long enough, 
mov:ie a-d~de ago was "Who's Afraid of Virginia anyway!) But generally spealting, animated shorts 
. Woolf?" Now, that filin has already been shown on· were always a great way to get a complete show 
TV, and it's pretty mild, compared to the ranchier going. Bring 'em back, theatre managers! 
movies of today. · . · Along the SlllJle lines, where are the-tons of 
· The rating sysf,em began ,in 1968, ancf. in my coming attractions we used to be swamped with? I 
view · did drastic-things to the movie business. still Jove previe:ws, but I rarely see them. It's too 
The "junky"_ double features - those rotten horror bad economically since I don't think there's a better 
movies ~d-westem you used to hurLyour popcorn way to stimulate interest in a film than by means·of 
boxe~ at 1virt11ally disappeared with the-coming of a preview. . 
· the G, PG', Rand X~tiilgs. Film producers aimed. It's not much fun to buy stuff at-the concession 
for quality; r used to love to drop into the old stand these days. Pri_ces are incredible, the 
theatre _on Saturday afternoons and scream and popcorn doesn't have enough butter, and the cups 
shout my_tnouth off (whic:it !_do now on the radio, contain too much ice and not enough soda. I-can 
inst~ad). . hard(y. believe that a box of C~<><:olate covered 
Another point is the look of the modern movie raisins 'cost nearly three-quarters of a dollar today. 
theatre. There was something i:ustically charming Such facts may finally cause me to go on a diet. .. 
- about the film palaces that- were built early in the . One final note on the movies themselves today 
century, _even though one might. wonder if they - they're just,too relevant. Who'-·always needs 
were going toiall apart. Today, more old.theatres happy endings or action-packed climaxes justified 
are being torn down for urban reirewal and ·new, by a·zillio!} facts? Not I. 
ultra-modern cinemas are springing up,_ Not only As you can se ., a lot has changed in regard to_ 
that,. but less and less of these recent structures movies in just ten years. It's saddening for me, but 
· contain _only on~ theatre .. :there are so many twin time marches on ..• and so does Hollywood. 
'-Outer Music Notes 
Sunday's quota (Atir. 25) of student recitals at The West . Genesee Senior High School 
Ithaca College is six in number, all free to the Symphony Orchestra and the Watertown High 
public, Sc?ool, Concert Band ~i}I vis!t Ithaca College 
,. At 1 p.m. in the Nabenhauer·Room at the ~r1~ay: Apr. 23,_ to pa~1c1pate m the first annual 
.. Sch@! of Music, ·pianists Jill DeCot_is_ and Jay~e Inv1tat~onal Mus1~ Festival sponsored by_the School 
Dema,\cos will give a jQint rec~tal. Both are juniors of }\1us1c. _ -
and pupils·. of David Miilfinger. Another, junior . P'.1mela. Gearhart, Ithaca College condQct?r, 
_pianist and Mulfinger pupil, ·Kevin Cary, will play. -~111 work Wlth _the ~est Genesee orch~stra, wh1~h . 
at 2 p.m. in Walter Ford Hall huditoril!_m: · _ 1s. 1=1nder the ,d1rectwn of John C. Wh1tne~, while 
Music for vi~la will be performed at·a.p~ jn the :1 '.'~k. BuUock ,al~. of th_e, Itµaca ,faculty, will .work 
Nabenhauer ,Room by ])avid _Vogel, .~.~~ studies with f~a~lt. ~11:cets Wat~~wn b~nd._ . 
with Jennie Hansen, and- a 4 .o'clock rprogram in · Both v~s1tmg orga_m_zat1~>ns will observe coll~ge 
Ford Hall will be· a vocal recital by· Christine ensembles ~n. rehe~sal dunng the day. Th': high 
Harhigh a member of the junior class and pupil of school musicians will also have an opportumty to 
·Leslie B~nnett. , • attend instrumental clinic sessions by music school 
Saxophonist Jeffrey Patchen will present his faculty: , . . . . . . 
senior recital at 7 pm in Nabenhau~_r. Accompanied ~r1day s actJv1tles _will culmmate· m a fr~e 
by pianists Laurie Conrad and Richard Hedges and pubhc con_cert by the orchestra and the band m 
-assi~ting instrumentalists, Patchen will play works Walter Ford Hall a~ 8:15-pm. Henry Neubert and 
- for alto and'tenor saxophones by Glazunov, Reilly, Jack_ Bullock of _the Ithaca Coll~ge -f1:culty are 
Van Delden:Hartley and his' own transcription of servmg as co-chairmen of.t~e music festival. 
Handel's Sonata.No. 2. He is studying with Steven_ . w IC s· 
M'auk. . . 
Music for one ·piano, four _hands, and two · · · . _ 
pianos; eight hands, will be played at 8:15 pm · · 
Sunday in Walter Ford Hall by st:udents from the 
, · ensemble class of Joseph Tague. On the program 
· are ~endelssohn's. Overture to Fingals ~ Cave, 
Debussy's Petite Suite, Karel Husa's_Eight -Czech 
Duets, Schumann's Andante and· Variations, 
Brahms' Liebeslieder Walzer, Op. 52, No. 1. 
Each week on WIBC- AM's Trax, host and 
producer Harry Stevens takes a look at recent 
album releases in the music world with an AM-61 
personality-·guest. This Sunday at 8 p.m., Join 
Harry and guest Bob Lieberman for a look a~ the 
Se:niors, 
---~Time Is 
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'~ aunni~g·:ou·f 
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Doobie Brothers and their latest album, "Taking It 
To The Streets." At 9, Trax profiles Joe Walsh and · 
his newest album, "You C_an't Argue With A Sick 
·-1 Mind". 
' _ An in-depth look at today's music ... that's 
Trax, heard right befor~ Recollections, on .WIGB 
AM61, Ithaca's best rock!!!!! · 
gOQd. n~s ... . /.
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WEEKLY MENU · - Fruit Bowl· " 
'4/8 · 4/14/76 Cold Cut and Cheese Trays 
Lettuce, Tomato, Onion Tr-
Thursday , 4/15 
Lunch 
ay 
Dinner 
, Baked Chicken with Peach 
Slices 
· Ham~erger Hero 
Shepherd's Pie 
Make Your Own Sandwich Baked Ham 
Bar 
Cold Plate 
Humbo Jumbo 
·Scrambl_ed Eggs 
~ 
Dinner , 
Texas Onion Steak 
<3heese Omelet- -
Spaghetti and Meatballs 
SALAD BAR 
I 
Friday, 4/16 
Lunch 
Batter Fried Fish Sandwich 
in Finger Roll, Cole Slaw 
' Corned Beef on Rye with 
Dill Pickle 
Old Fashioned Beef Pie 
Artichoke Cold Plate 
Dinner 
Roast Turkey with 
bread Dressing, Gravy 
Poached Fish 
Meatball Sub 
Saturday, 4/17 
Lunch 
Corn-
Hot Meatloaf Sandwich 
Macaroni Squares with Spa-
nish Sauce 
Scrambled Eggs with Mush-
rooms 
Cold Roast Beef Sandwiches 
Dinner 
- Charcoal Broiled Steak 
London Broil 
Seafood Basket 
Sunday, 4/18 
Scrambled Eggs, Matzo Br~ 
ie, Fried Eggs 
Pancakes· 
.. Frencn Toast with Straw-
berry Syrup 
Monday, 4/19 
Lunch 
Hambergers 
Tuna Mountain Climber 
Banana Split Salad 
Macaroni and Cheese 
salad bar -
Dinner 
Pot Roast 
Rigatoni and Meat Sauce 
Breaded Veal with Mush- .. 
room Gravy 
Tuesday, 4/20 
Lunch 
Pizza 
Tuna Noodle Casserole 
. Cold Turkey Sandwich 
Cold Plate 
Cheese Souffle 
Dinner 
Salisbury Steak with Mush-
room Gravy 
Grilled Liver and Onions 
Giant Fish Sandwich 
ICE CREAM EXCUR~ION 
Wednesday, 4/21 
Lunch 
Hot Dogs, Baked Beans, 
Sauerkraut 
Vegetable Quiche -
- Cottage Cheese and Fruit 
Cold Plate 
Tuna Salad and Egg Salad 
S~tups 
Saturday at 6:10 pm hosts Frank Cuce and 
Corey Taylor _bring you Open Line Sports. This 
week Open Line will feature its "Season Opening 
Baseball Special". Call Open Line arid voice your 
opinion on-Open-Line Sports. 
Ttt.1NGS TO DO 
PARA MANANA. 
1. Write an epic poem.no shorter than 
247 pages long using the following 
5 words only: eactus, Gold, lime, 
Sunrise, -Agamemnon . 
2. Read Milton's Paradise Lost. Explain 
why you liked him better when he 
wa_s on TV. , . 
3. Translate a map of Mexico into English, 
leaving out all the consonants. 
4. Disregard all of the above, make a 
pitcher of CuervQ·Margaritas, and 
i9vite-all your friends over . 
~ljlE1}lt!f-~~~· ~r~~~.~~ 1~1~ .. r~~hw .. -
. -- , ~-~.London 
(continued from page 1) . · . 
fice in London and Ithaca. He As a whole, President Wha-
would like to see a weekly phone, Jen was very pleased and intends 
call .made so that both coordina- · to not only continue the study 
tors will always know what's · .~broad but to expand it. 
going on in both pla,::es. 
.NEWS SCENE! 
-
I 
Tues, Weds; Thurs, on Channel 6 
1:30and 10:00 pm. 
SUMMER OF '76 
. ,.,..) ~.., 
- ' ;,,r ' . -
- _,, ... 
' .. 
' . 
[cont&"nue!lfrom pqge 1] 
·cular institutions. 
Assemblyman .Gary Lee of 
Tompkins County spoke strongly 
against the use:of student loans. 
"Reliance on ¥Udent loans i~ 
incredible," Lee stated, "the 
learn-today, pay-tomorrow con• 
cept is going to catch up with 
us." 
As a solution to this problem 
Lee called for more money "up 
front'_', via the scholarship route. 
' He said that with ,costs ri~ng 
each years it is especially impor-
tant to limit the use of loans 
before it got the point where a 
student Joan would be like taking 
out _a house mortgage. 
Lee was asked by Ithaca 
College student Bill Shayne 
wh~ther it would be possible for 
the state to offer more indirect 
aid to . students; allowing for 
parents to. make income tax 
reductions if they had a child 
enrolled in a private college as 
opposed to SUNY or CUNY. Lee 
~eplied that he had' proposed 
· such a bill,,and that it was now in 
the committee stage, although he 
wsn 't optimistic about its pas-
sage in the near future. 
-·~ 
."' -,., 
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To this · comment Assem-
blyman John 'Flanagan said. that 
the.bill was nothing· more than a 
"political device" on Lee's part,. 
and that such a piece of legiala-
tion had no chance at all of being 
passed. He said all members of 
the state have a responsibility to 
the whole, and that exceptions 
can't be made. · 
An opposite view to Lee's. 
with i:~gard to _loans was offe,red 
by Eileen Dickinson, who_. is a 
former Executive Assistant- at 
Ithaca College and now serving 
'as President of the- Higher 
Education Services Corporation 
(HESC). She mentioned that 
HESC has a new program 
providing for $207 million in 
student loans for the' coming 
year. With regard to- the loans 
she said, "Don't knock it. There 
are no-Nisible grants in sight that 
will be able to match this kind of 
money." 
Dickinson said TAP had run, 
into problems :with regard to 
costs overruns, but that these 
problems should be drastically 
. Ph-Oto by: Julie Stromsted. 
'· 
reduced in the coming year. The 
cost overruns resulted from too 
many students classifying' them-
selves as "emancipated". which 
means they art} financially· inde-
pendent of then: parents. By 
doing this 'they· became eligible 
for the ·foaximum grant of $1500 
while in reality they deserved 
conside~ably less. 
T~ correct this problem the 
requirements for the emancipa-
ted student category will be 
much stricter. Students will not 
be allowed . to live at their 
parents. home address for more 
than two ~eeks during the year, 
and cannot receive more than 
$600 from their parents. 
The importance 1'f TAP was 
emphasized by Carol . Mackin-
tosh, who is the Director of 
F:inancial Aid at Utica College. 
She said TAP ...Jias made it 
possible for private schools to 
open their doors to an increasing 
amount of needy students. 
, Unless TAP and Bundy aid are 
able to keep up with tuition 
increases, howevet; she feared 
the needy would once again find 
hard to receive a good education. 
The overall picture presen-
ted by the legislators was not 
bright. Most of those who spoke 
said the. State only has a limited 
amount to work with, and while 
higher -education would remain a 
top priority it would be extrem-
ely difficult to increase the aid 
package. · 
Ithaca College has a great 
deal to lose should TAP and 
·Bundy ·aid· fall too far behind 
inflation, according to Vice Pres-
ident of Student and Campus 
Affairs Gus Perialas. Utility 
costs alone have risen over 
$500,000 since the turn · of the 
FORMER ITHACA COLLEGE PRESIDENT ELLIS 
PHILLIPS WAS IN ALBANY KEEPING._T~ACK OF .. 
LEGISLATIVE ACTIVITY 
. · decade. The utility estimate. for 
next year is $861,000 out of a $24 
million. budget. The projections 
, for the 1976-77 school year are 
I running as high as $1.2 million 
' for all utilities. n-----al!"'----11!11-------------·· ;.....; Student aid is another area 
~ 
All the action this summer won't be in Philadelphia, 
Washington D.C. or Boston ... especially if you must 
attend Summer School. There's a college 'round these 
parts that has the courses you need· to get the jump 
on the next semester, or to make up for the good 
times you had this past semester. 
Tompkins Cortland Community College in Dryden, 
New York, has day and night classes starting June 
7th. You'll get a long 4th of July weekend just in 
case you want to march in a parade. 
Tuition is just $20 a credit hour for New York State 
residents. The price won't be that good for at least 
another 2~0 years. , 
1 For more information about the Summer of '76 at 
Tompkins Cortland Community College, ·send the 
handy coupon below to our Summer Session office. 
r~--------------------------
I 
·1 
I 
I 
I 
-·PJeasl! send me a mail-in registration_ packet 
for the 1976 Summer Session. · 
PLEASE PRINT 
·}-
Name _______________ _ 
First Middle Last 
. Address ______________ _ 
City 
Street & No. 
State Zip Code 
Mail this form to: 
Summer Session Office 
TOMPKINS CORTLAND 
COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
170 North Street 
Dryden, New York 1°3053 
/ ' 
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\. 
scheduled for a substantial bud~· 
get increase. . Approximately 
$900,000 was budgeted for direct 
student schol_arships from Ithaca 
College funds\this year, and that 
figure will be · increased by 
$78,000 next year. If the TAP 
money is reduced the demand for 
aid will-even.be greater; since·a 
good percentage of IC students 
are beneficiaries of TAP. · 
· . In addition to direct scholar-
ships, the school-will increase its 
educational opportunity grants 
from $372,000 to $398,000- next 
year. All ·of these figures 
, represent Ithaca College money 
· and don't include any outside aid 
from the state or otherwise. 
Perialas . feels private 
schools should be thinking ~f 
alternat~ve proposals to offer the 
legislature should another. pro-
posal to cutback educational aid 
arise. He mentioned that one 
such proposal might be 'to 
eliminate· the minimum TAP 
grant oi -$50 so more money 
would be· available to the stu-
dents who really need it. 
Ithaca College now receives 
. $800 in Bundy aid for each 
Bachelor degree it awards, and 
this amounted to -$'688,888 last 
year and should hit $730:000 th~s · 
year. Perialas emphasized -this 
.money playe~ ~ imp_ortant ~~ 
in the s~hool s budget and· if it 
were _ to be seriously· cut that" 
another ·major- tuition increase 
would be inevitable, 
. -, ' 
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... Rape 
(continued from page SJ 
generally be ready at all times to 
fend off unwarranted advances. 
"legal" Weapons. 
V{hen · you ~re · confronted 
and need help to get away, there 
are some "weapons" that can be 
utilized: 
Lighted cigarette-can be 
used to burn attacker's .face or 
hands. 
Plastic ·1emon-fill with am-
monia; aim for eyes (will spray 
up to 15 feet). . 
. Umbrella - with both hands, 
jab neck or stomach; don't swing 
wildly. 
Hat pin-carry in hand or 
. pinned to clothes within easy 
reach;' strike in area of face. 
Keys - carry between fin-
gers in closed fist; rake across 
eyes. 
Some of the above methods 
may · appear sadistic and some 
even perhaps comical, however 
rape is by no means funny. 
Those that know the recent IC 
victim are not laughing. . They 
know .all too well the realities of 
- this sick crime: Given a choice 
between convenience and safety. 
there is no choice! 
Ithaca, to some, may appear 
as a serene community without 
much of the big-city crime. 
Hopefully this article will strike 
home with the members of this 
community and provoke a new 
awareness about a crime that is 
not only disheartening_ and 
. downright terrifying, but may 
possibly be pre~entible as well. 
' . ~. 
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A PROTESTER ADDS HER NAME TO THE 
GROWING LIST OF NAMES ON THE PETITION 
TO BOYCOTT PYRAMID MALL. 
fR6NKLY SPEAKING 
-T~E.!ITHAC.~.l,: APR'ri:1chi. 1976:,.·P~GEfi'i' 
••• Py_ramid Mall 
[continued from P!lge 1) 
· co-existed, but that there is a "There have been letters-to-
"deep concern about the Lansing the-editor, mostly from consum-
Pyramid Mall. The amount of ers, concerning the traffic flow 
business draw needed for the and environmental problems," 
Pyramid-Lansing mall to survive commented Daley when asked 
will be tremendous," according about the extent of the opposi-
to Backko, and "it could have tion. 
quite an effect on us." It was pointed out at Satur-
Part of the "effect" is the day's rally that the situation in 
trend of chain stores situated in Ithaca is the first time people 
downtown locations to move to hav~ gone to such an extent to 
the mall.. In Itbaca, J.C. protest the development of, a 
Penney's has already made the Pyramid Mall. If the . mall is 
decision to move, and Mayor prevented here or driven into 
Edward Conley stated he is bankrupcy, which is the new 
aware some merch'ants are in- tactic of some opposition groups -
tending to vacate their down- , then perhaps Burlington and 
town Store in favor Of a mall Site, I Other Small tOWnS WOUld follOW 
Ithaca could very well be a suit. 
cog in the future works. of In any event, the Pyramid 
Pyramid development. The Mall fa moving in. Businesses in 
Pyramid Corporation is consider- down.town Plattsburgh did not 
ing building one of their malls in survive, although not totally 
Burlington, Vermont, only about because of the Pyramid Mall 
15 minutes driving ,time from there. Albany's businesses did 
their Plattsburgh, N.Y. loca~ion. : not survive either, but that 
Spokesman for.a Burlington cannot be blamed totally on 
business association James Da- Pyramid. In Cortland, a 12 store 
ley said Pyramid has "indicated mall has been able to co-exist 
some interest in locating in with local businesses. Whether 
Willisto-n", which is outside the an 80-store Mall can co-exist with 
City of Bm:lington. Daley said local merchants in Ithaca, New 
Pyramid is interested in an 80 York, is a question only time, 
acre parcel of land, but did not and the strategies in the Pyra-
know what stage development mid-Ithaca Economic War, will 
was in. answer. 
MISTE;R DONUT 
Featuring 
The Best of Coffee 
in Town 
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By Peter J. Talbot 
Ithaca College senior Bill 
Bryant, a record setting split 
end, ha·s signed a professional 
football contract with the Na-
tional Football League Champion 
Pittsburgh Steelers. 
Bryant signed as a free 
agent over the weekend. Coach 
Jim Butterfield expressed that 
he was "very happy for Bill." 
Butterfield also explained, i~itts-
burgh drafted quite a few split 
ends," but added "I think he'll 
suprise a lot of people." 
In three seasons at Ithaca 
College, Bryant was the Bomb-
V ,"?·' 
,-·· 
Coach Res.igns: 
Ch~rney·Ends· With Best Defense 
Robert J. Ch·arney, an program during -the past si> 
assistant professor of Physical years," Butterfield said. "He wil. 
Education and· an assistant foot- be mjssed by the Ithaca footbaL 
ball coach at Ithaca College has family as he has been a 'player·~ 
resigned to pursue private busi- coach'. who has always enjoyed 
ness interests. great rapport with the kids;" 
Charney's resignation, effe- Butterfield called Charney 
ctive June 30, was announced "an excellent field coach who has 
this week by Charles A. Kerr, done an outstanding job in 
Chairman, Department of Inter- preparing the Ithaca players in 
collegiate-Athletics. the technical aspects of the 
. . During the .past six. y;ears: game." 
Charney· has served. as a defen- · Charney was the architect of 
sive coach; for the past two the .Bomber's defensive success 
seasons ·he has been the defen- in recent years. Last year the 
sive coordinator. - defensive· unit shut out five 
. An imm~diate search . for a opponents and set ·a new Ithaca 
replacement ·.for Cha:i;ney. has record. The Bombers allowed 
been initiawd . by William B. just 41 ·points in ~ight games to 
Koc~. Dean of the School of finish second among·the nation's 
punt returner. He played. in 25 Health, Physical Education and Division III colleges in scoring 
regular season games during th_e Recreation. .r cjefense, allowing just 5.1 points 
three campaigns and his career Charney's position as ·a per game. First place Millsaps 
rfcieving totals included 57 cat- defensive football coach ·wm be (Miss.) gave up 45 points in nine 
ches for 1,308 yards and 15 filled by present jun~or varsity games for a 5.0 1!,Verage. 
touchdowns. Bryant returned 47. _coach . and chief scout Tim Ithaca was 10th best in total 
· punts during his career for 573 Faulkner. d~fense allowing just 188.6 yards 
yards and two touchdowns. Ithacas head football coach per game and 11th best in 
Bryant holds several Ithaca Jim Butterfield expressed regre_t rushing defense giving up only 
football records including most at the resignation and praised 91.6 yards per contest. 
pass receptions in a game; most Charney for his contributions to.' Charney helped develop a 
yards gained recieving in a the success of the Bombers solid pass defense here as the 
game, season, an~ ca~eer; most football program. - Bomber§ intercepted 96 pa~ses in 
touchdown receptions m a game, "I am very sorry to see Bob regular season. play during his 
season, and career; most punt leave after all he has done for our six years at Ithaca. 
returns in a career; and most· 
punt return yardage in a c~reer.· 
I 
A native of · Bridgeport, · 
Conn., and a graduate of the 
University of Bridgeport, Char-
ney served as a graduate assis-
tant coach at LC. in 1967 while 
working for his-master's degree. 
He also coached at Burlington 
High School (Vermont) and at 
the University of Bridgeport 
before returning here in 1970. 
Faulkner moves into new 
varsity football responsibilities 
after four successful years as 
junior varsity" grid coach. He 
coached.the Ithaca jayvees to 
their first undefeated football 
season with a 6-0 mark in 1972 
and again last 1leason to a perfect 
6-0 record. His overall jayvee 
mark..for the four years was 16-6. · 
Faulkner will _ coach varsity 
defensive backs in the fall. 
Faulkner, a graduate of 
Ashland College, took a graduate 
assistantship at Bowling Green 
University in September of 1967 
and was appointed backfield 
coach for the freshman football 
team that won the Mid American· 
Football Championship that ye-
ar. 
Before his arrival at Ithaca, 
Faulkner served as defensive 
coordinator for one year at Mt. 
Vernon High School (Oliio) 
!La Cr OS Se Beats KIT; 
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The Ithaca· College varsity 
lacrosse team was upset 12-11 by· 
Brockport State on South Hill 
Saturday. Ithaca now 1-1 took an 
early lead ·in the first period with 
Kevin Harris scoring just 59 
seconds into ·the game and Don 
Egan scoring at the 2:22 mark .. 
Although the Bombers lead 
7-.3 at one point Brockport 
refused to fold and came back 
with six straigl1t goals to lead 9-7 
in the beginning of the third 
period.The Bombers tied the 
game 10'10 with fifteen minutes 
to play but Brockport's attack 
was too strong and they gained 
the 12-11 victory. 
, Leading scorers · for Ithaca 
NEWS 
-
the Dillingham Cup, The Ithaca' On Saturday; 1!he·Bombers QUESTION ONE: Name the 
College Crew team made a travel to Marietta -Ohio to face 
strong team effort on , Saturday some tough competiffon, Purdue NHL team with the rn'ost Stanley Cups championships·. (Hint: It 'is · 
to defeat Villanova and Drexel and Marietta. Earlier this spr- not the New York Rangers.) 
easily. Marist College was also ing, in Florida, Marietta defeat- QUESTION TWO: When was 
one of the losers as the Bombers ed the Bombers. However, Co-
won four out of five races. The acb Tallman feels that the the last time the New York 
women's version of crew was Bombers have improved since Rangers won . a S_tanley Cup 
defeated by a more experienced then aud will give these two Championship? 
and stronger Cornell team·which mideast teams a tough time. QUESTION THREE: The NHL 
won two out of the three has instituted the Conn Smythe 
matches. s • 1 • trophy for the Most Valuable 
1n the men's first event, the a I I_D g player in the play-offs for the last 
Ithaca College freshmen heavy- eleven years. Two players have 
weights were leading by one Anyone?. . won it twice. name them . 
length when · their boat hit a QUESTION FOUR: Who has 
floating Jog. But, Coach Bob scored the most points in all of 
Tallman said "a real gutsy effort" - For those of you who are the playoffs? · This question 
enabled· them to come from unfamiliar with the Ithaca Coll- refers to just the NHL play-offs 
behind and nip Drexel. The ege sailing facilities I would like · even though this player\ now 
second event was an easy three to prefa«;e this article by say:ing plays in the World Hockey 
len.crth victory for the Bombers that J.C. is the proud owner of Association. · 
· 1· h · th O'D W"d QUESTION FIVE: Harne the Photo by: Frank Sellers J.v. 1g twe1ghts over Marist. . ree ay 1 geon sailboats. 
The varsity fours competition 'These boats may be used by -player who has accumulated the 
were John Mouradian with four was. a three length victory for sailing club members. Although moSt penalty minutes in one 
goals and three assists, Egan Villanova with· Ithaca finishing we really don't have a fleet of .. play-off year. 
with four goals-, and Jack Henry second. boats, we can still race against QUESTION SIX: Name the 
with two goals and one assist. The Ithaca College varsity other schools that have better player who has -scored the rnost 
Curt Westergard and Steve lightweights made an impressive facilities. It is rather difficult to points in a National Basketball 
Allison put in fine performances victory in the fourth event. The . set _up a full _racing scheduie. Associati~n play-off game. 
in the nets for Ithaca. Wester- team· beat Marist by two and -a · ~hen no-~ep~rtmen_t or· govern~. (HINT: It happened April 14,' 
gard made twelve saves in the half lengths. Coach Tallman was mg body is- wiIJing to support · 1962 in 'the ·series between the · 
first half and Allison had five in really impressed by this show·ing you, but the executive officers of Lakers and the Celticsf 
the second. _;md thinks that they might have · -the sailing club have managed to QUESTION SEVEN: One play-
Yesterday the Bombers en- some national honor possibilities. set up a couple-of regattas for the er holds these records in the 
tertained the Rochester Institute_ In the final race,- the Ithaca spring i,eason. Participation and playoffs: Top scorer, most field 
of Technology and won 12-8. College varsity heavy~ejghts. · enthusiasm is an essential ingre- goals made, most field goals 
After playing a mediocre first got off to a fast start and breezed·. dient in making .thi~ trial pro- attempted, most free ·throws 
half the Bombers came alive in th to an 18 second victory over gram_ successful. Maybe next made and most assists. Name 
e second with -good offense and Villanova. . . ye~! the sailing c_lub will be able the player. 
defense. Ithaca's record is now ·on the female side, Cornell to squeeze· some money out of QUESTION EIGHT: Name the 
2-1 and they travel for a game was victorious in· the first and one of the _many bu'dgets which player who has participated in 
this afternoon at G'eneseo. - third varsity competition while "float" around this campus. tlte most play-off games. This 
. 
, A'jA·Ti:C' __ ,, ' _, 
\ SCENE: ' G .. A.Jt·.D_EN-_ --
"' '! 
i 
-
• 
p layer also holds the record for 
tn e most rebounds and; most-
ersonal fouls in the play-offs. p 
Q UESTION NINE: This player 
as played the most minutes, has h 
th 
h 
th 
Tues, Weds, Thurs, on Chan'!,el 6 · fBSJAUliHJ· .. · 
e highest field goal percentage, 
as attempted the most free 
rows, and· has grapped the-
cond . highest amount of re-
ounds in_play-off competition~ 
se 
b 
. . 
_,. .. 
7:30and 10:00 pm, ' 
., -. ..... ,.,., ... ,. i.., ... ~~JI ..... ~...., h.-.:..v;,.-~ ,..,.....-...:.....,,.~ ... nae~·~,.-~...._~...,.,..,.,.,,. ;a. ....... .A;.';.__.....,_ • il' ' 
, 
·:.., ,. 
. Chinese-· it:ine,~.,. Food.:·· · .. 
,<_ ~~·~ ·::,_;··-~It 4 ,w.:. Sttitdm-:n~~"--:",c?·~~:c ,· ;'"~ 
- .. - , ... . . . .... ' : .. -·-~ ·.- •,.' : ,: ···- ,· :',.: 
.. 
Q UESTION TEN: A toughie ;. 
~.!T!E:: ~-h~ pJa.y~r who ,has played · 'N 
~: th'e"'i>1iif6ft's-erter. .. · · · ... --
' 
~ 
·welc~ 's Bat The Key: 
Bomber Nine Beats Col'nell, Hobart 
I 
't'-. . ..... 
..... , ... ...,... 
By Bob Man:. 
Tom Welch has the hottest 
bat. in town. Af~r burying 
Cornell with . a grand slam last 
. Thursday ,I.C.'s potent D,H. 
BLASTED HIS SECOND ROU-
NDTRIPPER OF THE SPRING 
TO LEAD THE Bombers to a 
doubleheader sweep over Hobart 
Tuesday. 
The senior from Endicott, 
New York l)rilled six hits in the 
twinbill to keep his average at an 
astromical .667 through four 
-games. 
Ithaca has taken all four 
games thus far, spanking Cornell 
6-2 and 18-9 in their home series 
before trouncing Hobart 18-10 
and 9-0. Against Hobart, the 
Bombe1'[3 banged out 25 . hits, 
including 16 in the opening 
slugfest. 
The hitters started early, as 
the I.C. nine struck for five runs 
in the opening frame. Ed Carney 
delivered· the big blow as he 
drove in three Bombers with a 
bases loaded single. Carney 
collected five .RBl's with 3 for 5 
effort, and Mike Whittemore 
stroked a pair of hits in three at 
bats. I.C. pitching was less than 
spectacular, as Rande Pierce was 
chased in the fifth after eight 
Hobart runs, and Scott Colton 
had contrql problems in mopping 
up. The nitecap featured the 
brilli'ant pitching of Scott Ash-
baugh, the freshman southpaw 
out of Lansing, N.Y .. Ashbaugh, 
a winner over Cornell last 
Thursday, grooved a four-hitter 
- ' .... 
for the Bombers first shutout of 
the spring. He fanned eight men 
in the process- as he breezed 
through the Hobart attack. As 
usual, Welch led the hitting 
parade, smacking three for four, 
inch;1ding his line drive hon:ierun ' 
to right center field. 
~ .The Bombers, now 16-2 
overall, began their spring cam-
paign last week. with a 6-2 
drubbing of Corneil. Karl Steffen 
· the staff's number one hurler, 
fired six innings of two hit ball 
· before . departing with a· sore 
elbow. 
Bothered by tendonitis, 
6teiien fed Cornell- a steady diet 
of fastballs, chalking up five 
strikeouts in . the first three 
innings.a ·five run third inning 
broke the• game wide open, as 
VanRemmen, Mezza and Shawn 
Sullivan drove in the Bombers 
runs. 
1.C. benefited from another 
big inn~g in their next outing, 
an 18-9 ·drubbing of Cornell on 
foreign soil. After a 2-2 deadlock 
through two innings, the Bomb-
ers opened up the _ throttle, 
poking out 13 hits and scoring 14 
runs in the explosive third. Tom 
Welch highlighted the barrage 
with his four-run shot over the 
left field fence, · and Shawn 
Sullivan capped it with a three=-
run homer. Both Pete Crandall 
and Mike Whittemore had big 
days for the blue, registering 
four hits each in five trips to the 
plate'. Welch, now with eight 
homeruns for the year. has 
broken the I.C. single season 
record, and the extended fore-
cast calls for .more of the same. 
The Bombers will host Cortland 
today, and entertain Hartwick 
this sunday for a big twinbill. 
'ANSWER ONE: The Montreal 
Canadians have won 18 champ-
ionships. 
ANSWER-TWO: 1939-40 
ANSWER THREE: Boston's 
Bobby Orr and Philadelphia's 
Bernie Parent 
answer four; gordie Howe. has 
accumulated 158 points (67 goals, 
91 assists) · 
_ ANSWER FIVE: Ph~lad~lphia's 
Dave Schultz had 101 penalty 
minutes in the 1973-74 play-offs. 
ANSWER SIX: Elgin Baylor of 
the Lakers scored 61 points. 
ANSWER SEVEN: Jerry West 
of the Los Angeles Lakes. 
. ANSWER EIGHT: Bill Russell 
ANSWER NINE: Wilt Cham-
berlain 
ANSWER TEN: Dolph Schayes 
Adelphi U~IVERSITY 
I 
. is pleased to announce. that its 
lawyer~ s Assista~t Program 
has been accredited by .the 
AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION 
If you are inter~sted in finding out . about the career 
opportunities· available to a Lawyer's Assistant call 
516/294-8700 Ext 7604, or write to The Lawyer's Assistant 
Program, Adelphi University, Dept. LA3-4, Garden City· 
L.L, New York 11530, for information about the program'. 
Future Programs 
Summer Day (June 7-August 27); Fall Day (September 27· 
December 17); Fall Evening (Sept 14, 1976 to"March 5, 1977) 
The only A.8.A. accr~dlted program ln New' York State. , 
:The Stables Inn 
... ,• ,',. 
1159Dryden Rd. 273 9725 
thursday . 
dinner special 
this friday ~ ,-
saturday mght 
TOP SIRLOIN STEAK 
. -
ni1h :o,,ed .,alad and garlir hrt·at1$3 35 
. only . • 
- . 
DES~RADO 
guitar, banjo, flute'& harp.. 
a tight three part harmo.nv 
Our kitchen is no~r~.ev~ night until. 
midnight featuring·a complete·~dwich 
menu.-~d hou$e specialties~ ' . . .. 
/' 
, .. r:.:Jl'("JC: l.1.(·· ".,.~-''-: ht.! 1.; . ....:,~ 'J.: .. :; .. _ ,{;1' __ ........ 
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*BICENTENNIAL-WEEK* 
Monda!I. APril 19 1 
n·n .. mmr 
fndePend~nce Dav 
CROSSROADS: 
MOVIE .. 1776" 8 AND 9:30 
PUB: 
MOLSON NIGHT SWEEPSTAKES. GIVE 
AWAYS, 8 TO 10 PM. ALL KEG PRICES $17.76 
(NO ADDITIONAL DISCOUNTS> 
Tuesday. APril 20 
continental toneress Da!' 
CROSSROADS: 
MOVIE: "'MOUSE ON THE MAYFLOWER" 8 
PM 
PUB: 
"MUSKRAT .RAMBLERS" BAND 8·11 PM . 
ALL KEG PRICES $17.76 <NO ADDITIONAL 
DISCOUNTS) '· 
GARD.EN APT. 28 NIGHT 
UNION DINING HALL: 
STUDENT CO~GRESS,..8 PM 
CROSSROADS: 
GEORGE WASHINGTON LIVEIII 9:00 PM 
PUB: 
AI-L KEG PRICES $17.76 (NO ADDITIONAL 
DISCOUNTS> GARDEN APT. 29 NIGHT 
Thurs •• APril 22 
Benedict Arnolo "Traders .. DaY 
CROSSROAQS: 
CRAFTFAIR (IF NICE OUT, ON UNION 
QUAD FROM 1·4 PM> 
PUB: 
ALL KEG PRICES _$17.76 (NO ADDITIONAL 
DISCOUNTS> 
!Fri •• APril 2~ 
Battle of Lexinaton 
and Concord Dav 
PUB: 
AI..L KEG PRICES $17.76 
(NO ADDITIONAL DISCOUNTS> 9 PM 
UNION CAFETERIA: 
DANCE WITH ESSENCE. 
PLUS 10 CENT DRAFTS. 
ADMISSION $1.00 
Sat •• APril 24 
-Paul Revere Day 
CROSSROADS: "A NIGHT AT THE RACES" 
(HORSERACINGl 9 PM 
FIRST PRIZE: MUL Tl BAND PORTABLE RADIO 
SECOND PRIZE: S15.00 GIFT CERTIFICATE TO 
TOWER CLUB 
T_HIRD PRIZE: AN ITHACA COLLEGE PUB MUG 
PUB: 
ALL KEG PRICES $17.76 (NO ADDITIONAL 
DISCOUNTS> ' 
-Sl!'ONSQREDIBY 
THEOFFICE 
OFCAM~SACTIVITIES 
f: ,,.,_ _________________ ...,;_J 
"'' _, ..... ~ .1 ..... ·~., .... _. -in-·!.."" ,t":: ....... ·.1\::-;.: L..:1!'-i r · 
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APARTMENT TO RENT. LOCA· 
TED DOWNTOWN TO RENT 
FROM JUNE 1 ON. E. SPENCER 
ST. LARGE LIVING ROOM. 
KITCHEN AND BATHROOM 
WITH ·sHOWER. RENT: ·S150 
PER MONTH. CAL~ 274-3306 
(DAYS) OR 273-7795 CEVEN 1INGS 
AND WEEKENDS> , 
REACH OUT IS AVAILABLE IN 
THE I.C. BOOKSTORE ... THE 
PO,PULAR NEW GAME OF 
INTERPERSONAL COMMUN· 
ICATIONS. ONLY SS.00 
1970 VW BUG FOR SALE WITH 
RADIAL TIRES: NEW SNOW 
TIRES THIS WINTER. GOOD 
CONDITIOl".f BOTH MECHAN-
ICALLY AND BODYWORK.NE· 
GOTIABLE PRICE. I/ !/3 ?? . 274· 
3306 <EVENING AND WEEK· 
ENDS> 
1 SlJMMER ROUND TRIP 
~EW YORK TO LONDON 
SUMMER SUBLET. ONE BED· 
ROOM, CODD1NGTON ROAD. 
NEAR IC." 277-3091 
,PEUGOT 464 STATION WAGON 
1969. MOTOR IN EXCELLENT 
CONDITION, BODY NEEDS. A 
LITTLE WORK. CALL MIKE AT 
273-7345. MUST SELL! 
CB FOR.SALE: 
REALISTIC MINl-23, S100 
INCLUDING TRUNK MOUNT 
ANTENNA. CALL .KEVIN AT 
273·9540 . 
FOR SALE: 
TOPCON UNIREX WITH 
135 MM TELEPHOTO LENS, 
TWO FILTERS AND CASES, 
ALL FOR JUST S100. CALL RICH 
277-3657 
FISHER RCBOB CASSETTE 
DECK WITH DOLBY. TWO 
MIKES. PRICE: S125 .. CALL 
RICH AT 277-3652 
SUMMER SUBLET. LARGE, 
FURNISHED ONE BEDROOM. 
APARTMENT DOWNTOWN. 
CALL 272-8034. 
M.B. OF WBVR: 
l'M A HARD 
WOMAN. 
HEADED 
C.R. 
WANTED: TWO BRIGHT, AM· 
BITIOUS, -AND BUSINESS ORI~ 
ENTED PEOPLE TO SELL ADS 
PART TIME FOR ITHACAN 
NEXT YEAR. CAN EARN BE_. 
TWEE!',I $20-$100 WEEKLY. IN· 
TEREST~D7.CALL ANDY AT 
>(207, X749,-.0R 273·9076. 
TO WOM~N'S CREW TEAM: 
MY APOLOGIES FOR MY 'ON-
_AIR REMARKS CONCERNING 
THIS PAST WEEKEND'S RACE 
I WAS THE VICTIM OF A 
HURRIED MESSAGE. KEEP 
ROWINGII 
HARRY STEVENS 
HEY, DUCHESS: 
I WAITED FOR THE L6RD 
. TO COME ALL NIGHT, BUT HE 
MUST HAVE BEEN BUSY AT 
SOME OTHER. PLACE OR WAS 
JUST TOO TIRE::O. 
THE QUEEN 
TO THE BARON: 
SPRING HAS· SPRUNG. 
THE TREES ARE GREEN 
DO YOU KNOW OF A KING 
FIT F._OR THE QUEEN? 
MllST, RESERVE 65 
DAYS IN ADVANCE. 
PIZZERIA DRIUE·IN .. 
FUJ.L ITALIAN MENU 
~ All dinners, sabs, pizza, etc. 
CAI.I, 277-3515 Napoli Pizz~~ 
'\OVA CHARTER COP.P. 
ITHACA. NEW YORIS 
• 335 E. state SL 272-3232 
0pen1c1a,.. ..... 
from 11am to 1am. 
Friday a satun1ay 111 2am. 
. _.You're too busy 
to write home and ask for a college ring. 
So ArtCarved has done it for yot1. · 
~ A~- -De:,~::::~:::~ College Ring for:-._~"~"! . 
I . ~v D My birthday -- I 
: f~- · , _. · " · I D Not flunking .... ,.,,... : 
: #!; : D Winning the gam~ agai~st . "''"' I · 
I - · 'ff D Making all myJl o clock classes this I 0 
I , _ -- _ · _. ___ : _ __week __ month __ semester. I 
I 1 . · . D Getting on the dean's list I 
I 1, D Finally sending-out my laundry 
1--
1 D -----------(otherreason) I .,,. 
I I 
L I , 1-~~- ~, I 
I ,,.., lluri'. ll1t·1111glli~1·,11,h.., ___ hu11t,'.:-IOlt•,, - ', ... I 
l 11 ,,111 ,1•111! till·, h1·c I... 01 1111111t•\ n1d1·1 11gl1l ,1\\,1\ 'IJ.!l!lii·r,• 
---------.--------------- . \~ 
'/1111 1:.: ,11n l"•rl1t•t1 ,,t 11, ". 11t 1,111, hc'J.~,· 1,.r,uhi.1111111 ,11t\,·1 ., ~,,Id \1n 11, .. d t ,,11,·l!•' f.:111).! ,11111 ... 1~1·':'l'~ll ,1111 p,1\ 11111111 •:' ··•·, 11 \PII 11.1, ,I ,1,111d,11~:~::·"~ •• 
EGBERT.UNION LQ-,BY APRIL 19 ··20: :· 
' - . 1------.:.....----- ·-····---
l \ ,11.~,- R,u~~-i,111\TQlRYtD- . RING DAY 
I 
• • \ • 
I h.11 , ,, 11 n 1'1,• \1 ll .1/\ ,>ti 11 11·, -.... ·111,111,, .. ,,, • , 11 I, ,J 11 /1,,, 111 .. , l•'l 1 , , •.n , 11,ti ,,11 111,1, I, , , ,H, .:, r rr1~. 
~ ' .. 
. . . . ' .,. "': '.,..: _..,, .... _.: ... 
CINDY AND OARRY: , 
.. WELL, -SCHWEETIES, ·wE 
'DID IT. NOW, WHO'SGOTTHE 
SOMINEX7 ·. / 
JAY, HELEN ANO FLO 
"SONNY BOY" AMPO 
· THE LETTER IS · MUCH 
AP,PRECIATED. HOWEVER, IF 
.YOU THOUGH THIS YEAR WAS 
· SOMETf:IING, JUST.WAIT TILL 
'-WE PULL IT OFF NEXT SEM· 
C:STf!RI <BUT DO· I HAVE TO 
DRAW ANOTHER LOGO?> ON-
WARD AND UPWARD PALI 
THE ITHAFLICKS oio1E 
PREPPIE: · '· . 
WILL 'YOU PLEASE TEACH 
ME TO .MAKE _MV COLLARS-
STAND· UP LIKE. YOURS? l'VE 
TRIEb . EVERYTHING. FROM 
STARCH TO TOOTHPICKS, MY 
HUCKAP09 COLLARS .. WON'T 
STANO U'P LIKE YOURSI 
· FOX 
THE HAUNT: 
. HELf' WANTED.F.OR NEXT 
- FALL AN,O POSSIBLE THIS -
SUMMER) CALL 277·3445 BE· 
FORE NOON -
CUSTOM ENGRAVING OF SIL· 
VER, RING~. JEWELRY, TRO· 
PHIES, PLAQUES ... SKILLFUL-
LY AND PROMPTLY. RM EN· 
GRAVING SERVICE, 410 COL-
LEGE AVE., ROOM 403. CALL 
277-0166 OR 272-1821. 
D.EAR 'DEFENSE RESTS' 
AREN'T YOU LUCKY TO 
HAVE SO VERY MANY 'BRIEF 
_CA~ES'77 ~ .. . 
FUGITIVE FROM JUSTICE 
Pu·b Nights ... 
~··, - An'1onnced 
· ·.. Have Y01!.,J1elped to win "a 
. -half keg for your Jiving unit? Pub 
;_·. ,_,Nights have been in progress 
·since mid-February and will 
contin\)e through· April 28.· The 
living units on and off-campus 
have all been assigned a night at 
the ll\Jl?. Based on Percentage,_ 
the unit with the highest atten-
dance will win a half keg to be 
awarded Sunday, Mary 2, at the 
Pub./ 
The remaining schedule: 
Sun. Apr 18 - Garden Apt. 
26 
Mon:Apr 19 - Garden Apt. 
27 
- ·Tues. Apr 20 · Garden Apt. · 
28 _ -
· Wed. Apr 21 · Garden Apt. 
29 
Sun. Apr 25 - Off-campus A 
· F (last names) --. · -
Mon. Apr. 26 - Off-campus 
G-L 
Tues. Apr. 27 - Off-campus 
M-R 
Wed. Ap.r.' 28 - Off-campus 
S-Z , -
. Sun. May 2 - AWARD 
~IGHT 7pm 
As the competition ·Contin-
ues, Holmes· Hall is leading with 
91.23 percent attendance. Let's 
get the rest of the living units 
together and come to the Pub. 
. On your assigned night, 
_::- corne to the Pub with y,otir name 
~ticker and enjoy Happy Hour 
prices from 7-9 pm. Turn in your 
sticker to the bartender by 9 pm 
· so that you will be c(jimted. 
Garden apt. residents may -
-obtain stickers from their hous-
ing staff - off.campus students 
tnay pick up th~irs QY last name 
from the Office . of C_ampus 
Activities,. 7-9 on your· night. -
Come and be counted . win a 
~If. keg!! . . · . · . · · . · . : 
.. . ' , , ' : , . I.'•, - , . II .. ,il,c I 1111· d,I\ \ 1111, ,Ill I h.1·~·. ,Ill\ ,,u II\ I q 11111: •:II \ 1.1:-li'• .' '1.11 :'1' I •I 1: 1111.. \111, I II ti, r \\,,1Jij l,1111• 111 .. 1111 1i1, h•~1l•lllii\11d&tllJ~IIII~ .. The Ithaca College. Talile Tennis' Club will · 
·.·· ·me~t in the ga~es. _room (?f the· .Egbert. Union-
,·-;~ tom~ht ... Tables are a\'.ailab,le from 7 to 9 pm. all 
are welcome: · · . . · . - · · ·. · 
' J ' :..., ' 
,::._;,,_ 
--
· 1ttf-Jlfi''\F.:M1:co~~~l,_L,,J,S,,.1l!~1>.,~A~).~ 
ALL THESE-·PEOPLE · WILL NOT BE· ~PICTUREIJ· 
. ., . .,. '~' !"'.------
A~BOTT, ELLEN 
ABELES, BETSY 
· ABERT, JOHN 
AHLERS, LISA 
ALBERT, MARTIN 
ALLEN, CHRISTOPHER 
ALSAGER, MOHAMED 
ANDEiSEN, JEFFREY 
ANQERSON, TIM 
ANDREW, ELLEN 
ANDREWS, TIMOTHY 
ARAGONA, GEORGE 
ARNOLD, BARBARA 
ASHER, ARMAND 
BACKUS, LEWANN 
BAIER, 'MICHAE.L 
BAKER, STEVEN 
BAKER, CLAUDIA 
BALLIN, AND,REW 
BANNARD, BARBARA 
BARCE. ANDREA 
BARR, THOMAS 
BARTLETT, SUSAN 
BATTLE. MICHAEL 
BAXTER, CAROL 
BEACH, KATHARINE 
BEALE, HARRI.ET 
BECK. JONATHAN 
BENNET, BETH 
BENTLEY, GARY 
BE:RG, RICHARD 
BERMINGHAM, DAVID 
, BERNSTEIN, LESLIE 
BINDER, KENNETH 
BISCOE, EARL: 
BLEH, JOHN 
BOBINIS, JOSEPH 
BAi:.LMA~. DAVID 
BRANDIS, HOPE 
BREAKELL; JODY-LYNN 
BRODAX, DOUGLAS 
BROWE, LINDA 
BRYANT, GEORGE 
BUFFA, DOMINICK 
BURGSTEIN, GLEN 
BYRNE, PATRICIA 
CAPOGROSSI, JEFFREY 
CARRUTHERS, JILL 
- CARY, KEVIN 
CASEY, JOSEPH 
CASTLE, SCOTT 
CAUFIELD, FRANCIS 
CAUFIE~D. LIZ, 
CHATHAM, DOYLE 
CHERNOFF, JEFF 
CHE:RUBINI, PETER 
CHRAPLYVY. CHRISTINE 
CLARK, DONALD 
CLEMENT, JEANINE . 
CLOVES, STEVEN 
COCHRAM, FAYNE 
COGSHALL, JEFFREY 
COLDY, CHARLES, 
COLLEY, BRYAN 
COLLINS, TIMOTHY 
COMLY, JOSEPH 
COMMON, WILLIAM 
COMPS, LAURENCE 
CORCORAN, THOMAS 
COSTA, LAURIE 
COULBOURN, ANNE 
COWAN. FRAN 
CROOKS, ELIZABET-H 
CRUICE, SARAH· 
CRUICKSHANK, SUSAN 
CUM~INGS, Nll'.'!IA 
DAUGHTON, JIM-. 
DAVENPORT, LYNN 
.DAVIDSON, LYNN 
- ' . 
IN TH-· 1877 ·YEARBOOK 
"0/..VIDSON, ALLAN 
. DAVIS, ELIZABETH 
,D,EAN, STUART 
DECOTIIS, JILL 
DEETH, DOUGLAS 
DEMAKOS, JA YNIE 
DEMAR, MAUREEN 
DEMARTINE, MARK 
DENDTLER, MALCOLM 
DIAMANT, STEVEN 
DIAMOND, RANDOLPH 
DIBIASE, VINC_ENT 
,DINl_<INS, GWENDOLYN 
DRAGON!, DOREEN 
DRINKER, NICHOLAS 
DROLET, KEVIN 
DUELL, JAMES 
DUNN, PATRICIA 
EASTBURN, SUSAN 
EATON, MELVIN 
· EDROSO, ROY 
EDWARDS, NANCY 
EGGLESTON, RICHARD 
ENTERSEZ, PRISCILLA 
ESNES, THERESA 
FED RIZZI, KRISELL 
FIRESTEIN, MARCIA 
FISHER, CATHLEE;N 
FISHER, ROBERT 
· FISHER, ROBIN 
FRACKENPOHL, STEVEN 
FRANKLIN, RICHARD 
FREE. SUSAN 
FRIEDMAN, MYLES 
FULD, DANIELLE. 
FULHAM, GERARD 
FURGALA, CHESTER 
GARQENER, ELLEN 
GARLAND, KEITH 
'GASKIN, PATRICIA 
GASKIN, PAULETTE 
GE'ORGE, VERNON 
GIBBS, GLENN 
GIFFO~D. ANN 
GIFFORD, CARLA 
GILLIES, BRUCE 
GINDER, DAVID 
GIORDANO, GAIL _ 
GLASBERG, RHONDA 
GLASSMAN, ROBERT 
GLEASON, MARK 
GOLDBERG, JOSHUA 
GOLDBERG. MARCI · 
GOLDSTEIN, CAROL 
GOTTESMAN, JON 
GOW, DIANE 
GRAY, PAULA 
GREEN, IRA 
GREEN, KERRY 
GREENE, HILLARY 
GREENE, JAMES 
GREENE, ROBIN 
GREENMAN, JOHN 
GREENZEIG, MICHAEL 
- GRIBROEK, MAG~IE 
GUERRERO, MARLENA 
HAGGERTY, CARL 
HALITZER, BRUCE 
HALL, .THOMAS 
HALLIWELL, JOAN 
HAMER, DIANE 
HANCHOW, JILL 
HANDWORKER, AMY 
HANIGAN, IAN 
HANS, JEFFREY. 
HARDING, WALLACE 
HARRIS, ANITA 
HARRIS, KEVIN 
HARRIS, WILLIAM 
HAYDEN, JAMES 
HEITMAN, SHARON 
HELD, JONATHAN 
HERBERT, JAMES 
HERSCH, JANE. 
HERZFELD, MICHAEL 
HIGGINS, PATRICIA 
HILL, JENNIFER 
HOLGA,TE, PSLE 
HOLTZ, SANOR~ 
HOLZWORTH, RICHARD 
HAMBURGER, EVE 
HOWARD, ELIOT 
HUDSON, WAYNE 
HUTCHINS, CONSTANZA 
INGERSOLL, RITA 
!REY, HARRIET 
!SLINGER, ROBERT 
JACKSON, ERNEST 
JACKSON, STEVEN 
JAKLITSCH. MARY 
JAWIN, PAUL 
JOHNS, AL 
JOHNSON, DAVID 
JOHNSON, PAMELA 
JOHNSTON, JAMES 
JOYCE, SHARON 
KADISON, LAWRENCE 
KAHN, JILL 
KAHRS, STEVEN 
KALBFIED, BRAD 
KANE, CLAUDIA 
KATZ, ,DIANE 
•KATZ, MARILYN 
KENDALL, THOMAS 
KENYON, WILLIAM 
' 
KESSLER, AMY·J.O 
KETCHAM, JEFFERSON 
KIEFFER. ANDREW 
KILLEEN, RICHARD 
KIMWETT, CHARLES 
KIRK, DAVID 
KIRSH, LINDA 
KITCHEN, ETHEL 
KLAIBER, GRETCHEN 
KLEIN, LAWRENCE 
KNIW, JULI.E 
KOLE, STEPHEN 
KOWSKI. STANLEY 
KRAUSS, CYNTHIA 
KRESS, LINDA 
KRIEGER, BRAM 
KULA, SUSAN 
·KU.LICK, DENA 
KUMIN, DAVID 
KUYKENDAL, MARCUS 
LAFF, MARK 
LAMB, DONNA 
LANCEY, SCOTT 
LANGDON, NANCY 
LANIGHAN, KATHLEEN 
LARSON, PAULA 
LASKIN, CA"rHY 
LAUHOFF, ADRIENNE 
LAVINE, LAURA 
LAWRENCE, JONATHAN 
LEE, ANTHONY 
LEEZENBAUM, LISA 
LEGER. FRANCIS 
LEHMANN, DEBRA 
LEHR, SUSAN 
LE-IFER, LYNN 
LERCHER, FREDERICK 
LERIOTIS, TIMOTHY 
LEVINE, JOYCE 
LIDON, MARY ELLEN 
LIEBOWITZ. DANIEL 
LIGHTBOWN, MARK 
LITTLEJOHN, ·BRUCE 
UNLESS 
LLOYD. ALEXANDRA POITIER. WILFRED 
LOCKWOOD, ELLEN PRICE, CHARLENE 
LONGWELL, KAREN PRIESTER, DAVID 
LORIMER, BLAIR PUTESKA, NANCY 
LOVEJOY, JOHN QUADE, WILLIAM 
LUCAS, ALAN RAIM, ALICE 
LUGER, AMY REYNOLD, TIM 
LU"1, WALLACE REALE. ALDO , 
LUTERAIQ, RONALD REIFSTECK, THOMAS 
LUTHER. CAROL ROSEN, DANIEL 
MALTBY, CAMERON ROSENSTEIN, ILENE 
MANDEL. WARREN . ROSS, JAMIE 
MANON, l;MILIANO ROSSI, CLAUDIA 
MANZE, JOAN RUBENOFF, ANDREW 
MA~US, ROBERTA RUBENSTEIN, MARTA \ 
MARKS, ANTHONY RUSSEL, KIMBERLY 
MARQUANDT, CONRAD SALKIN, JEFFREY 
MARTIN, HARVEY SANGER, JOYCE 
MARTINET, LYNETTE SAS!:;EVILLE, PAUL 
MASON, JUDITH SCHACK, BARTON 
MASTRANGEL_O, LORRAYNE SCHEFERS, LINDA-SUE 
MATTHEWS, RUTHIE SCHIMPFF, PAUL 
MATTERN. CHRISTOPHE~ SCHLOUCH, ROBIN 
MATTHEWS, CAROLYN SCHNEEBERG, CYNTHIA 
MATTHYSSE, RUTHANN SCHNEIDER, SUE 
MAZZA. JOHN SCHRAISHUHN, LYNN 
MCCARTHY, KAREN SCHWARTZ 
MCCASKILL, MARY SCHWARTZ. TERRY 
, MCCORMACK, MARGARET SECOLA. WENDY 
MCCOURT, STEPHEN SEDWICK, CAROL 
MCCOWN, SCOTT SHULMAN, RICHARD 
MCDANIEL, JOHN SHULMAN, ROBERT 
MCDONALD, JOHN SHUTE, JENNIFER 
MCLELLAN, MICHAEL SIEBERT, RICHARD 
MCMAHON, MICHAEL SIEGEL, GARY 
M!;::GORDEN, JEAN SIMMONS, DANA 
MEELO"'!_, CLAIRE SMADBECK, PAUL 
MENNA, MICHAEL SMALL, CLARK 
MEREDITH, GEORGE SMALL CYNTHIA 
METZGER. JEFFREY P. , SMITH.' BORDEN JEROME 
METZGER, JEFFREY T. SMITH, JAMES 
MEYER, GEORGE SMULYAN, DEBORAH 
MEYERS, REGU SOARIES, CRAIG 
MIHAJLOV, ANNA SPEISER, MITCHELL 
MILANI, FREDERICK SPENCE, COLIN 
MILCH, ELIZABETH SPENCE, ELIZABETH 
MILER, JAMES F. SPIVAK, DAVID 
MILLER, JIM STAHLBUSH, JAM~S 
MILLER, \IYILLIAM G. STEARNS, MICHAEL 
MQGUL. SAMUEL STEINBERG, SHARON 
MORGAN, MIKOLEAN STERNBACK, STEPHEN 
MORPHY, NELLE STERNECKER, GEORGE 
MORSE, JOANN STEVENS ANN 
MOTTLEY, RICHARD -STEVENSON, ROBERT 
MURPHY, JOAN STIER, ROBIN 
MUSCOLINO, DANIEL STILL, GARRISON 
MUSSO, DIANE STOLL, AMY 
NABDICHECK, ROBERT STOREY, DAVID 
NAPLES, f.lOBERT SCOTT, RAYMOND 
NASMYTH, DONNA STOUDT, HENRY 
NICHOLS, MICHELE SUSSMAN, JANET 
NICHOLS, SHARON SIVAN. DAVID. 
NICKLAS, STEPHEN SWAN, DAVID 
NOLAN, JAMES SWEENY, MIKE 
OAJ:5LEY, VALERIE 'TABBERT, WILLIAM 
, OLIN, MICHAEL THOMAS, GORDON 
OSHRAIN, LANCE THOMAS, MELODIE 
OWEN'S, STEPHEN TINDAL, ANDREA 
PAGAN, MIGUEL TONER. E.S. 
PAKEL, BONNIE . TOWNSEND, JILL 
PEDERSEN, DIANE TOWSLEY, LOUIS 
PERCIVAL, JACQUELINE TROUILLOT, MICHELLE 
PERLER, MARC TUCCI. DAVID 
PETERSON, JANICE TUCHMAN, LILLIAN 
PHILLIPS, PETER VANNAIS, NICOLETTE 
PHY.PERS, DEAN VANERK, REGINA 
PIP-ER, DAVID VANREMMEN, KEVIN 
PLAIL, CHRISTOPHER VIDAL, JOSUE 
WALTERS, STE:VEN 
WALTON, ANTHONY 
WATKINS, MICHAEL 
WATT, PAUL 
th,v come to Rowland Hall, basement WATTS, JAMES WEINMAN, ROBIN WEINER, WENDY 
WEINSTEIN, MARTIN 
WEISS, WAY!jE Th._.,s., 2•pm m 9pm (that's today!) 
' . 
or Fri., 9 am 111 2·pm (that's t9morrow!) 
. ' -
NO APPOINTMENT NEEDED 
. ,, -
NO FALL .. OOTING SCHEDULED 
plus, don'_t you want a chan(?e to win a·10 speed bicycle_?' 
. \ 
,,. 
WELCH, THOMAS 
WELLER, VANN 
WERNER, PAUL 
WETHERHEAD, ROBERT 
WEXLER, CARYN 
, WHITE, JEFFREY 
WISENTHAL, LYNN 
WILLIAMS, SUE 
WILSON. ALEXANDER 
WINNEY, MARTHA 
WOOLCOTT, WILLIAM 
ZALKIN, MICHAEL 
ZAWOONIAK, JANET 
ZEEMAN, JONATHAN 
ZIEMBA, KEITH 
ZIMMERMAN, DANIEL 
ZUCKERYIJISE, PENNY 
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Heart of the 
Finger Lakes* 
at 
ITHACA 
COLLEGE 
Graduate· 
and 
Underg.raduate 
Programs 
For more in formation about the new 
campus, summer programs and recre-
ation activities at Ithaca College .. · . 
. WRITE: Director, Summer Sessions, 
Ithaca College, Ithaca, N.Y. 14850. 
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· ~SESSIONS: 
.- ~ay ·~~st-·: .. . 
June __ I4th _- -:_- ... _; · 
-June-28th 
~· .. Juiy 121h· _--. -
July 26th --
Social Scie.nce 
' 
Fine Arts - I -
Rad.io-,TV· 
Drama -
Natural Science 
-1\lusic 
Athletics 
-
-Film: 
Hµnianities-
Ex·hihits 
Theatre -
.c~n_en1atography 
Health 
. ' 
· . - Recreation · . - · 
.• 
Work Shops- -
. . . 
.. 
·--
. ~:- . Con1n1unications Arts·. 
r 
- . 
-_ · Business Admin-islratio.o· -
:4.LSO :.- - .. .-- .. ' 
·sum.ID.er- .... 
' ' 
. --
--· 
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